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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmne
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Chautauqua

J.O.O.F. Election

TT TT

o

The Cadmean Chautauqua will
be in Roy again this vear and is
dated for July 2d to 6th.

Homestead Lodge I. 0 0. F.
elected officers at their regular
meeting Wednesday evening
The officers for next term will be
N.G.
Melvill Floersheim
V. G.
R. A.tPendleton,
Treas,
Edgar Floersheim,
Sec'y.
' Wnv'G, Johnson

Rev. Hearn is elected Local
Manager and will see you about
yours share in it. An attractive
line of advertising will be issued
in time to interest you in the

.

A.

J.IIIern,

.Trustee.

v

R. B. Heeder Representative
ta Grand Lodge.
R. C. 'Grunig, Alternate Rep.
C. A. PeareP. G.
'
The business of the lodge with
nearly a hundred members has
grown to proportions which make
the duties of combined Recording
and Financial Secretary so
onerous that it was decided to
pay the Secretary $5.00 per
month salary for the work he
has to do.Ir. Johnson has been
so efficient in that office in the
past that no other candidate was
considered. The Odd Fellows
lodge has i been an important
factor in thedevelopementof the
'town, and mesa its usefulness ;is
;just 'beginning. They plan to
meet in the new Masonic Hall as
and ready
soon as it
lodge
room.
for occupancy as a
;

.

County,

Mora

event
We dont know what to do
about the 4th of July but suggest
that the Chautauqua might be
taken to the big Celebration at
Carriso Canyons and combined
with it for the day.
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new Mexico.;" iStuhday. .mtnk
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The Revival meetings in pro
gress at the Baptist Church' m
Roy are being well attended and
much interest is being aroused
by the forceful sermon delivered nightly by Rev. Maddox. All
regardless of denominational
affiliations are getting behind the
meetings and a great revival' is
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A. C. Trujillo Member of the
Mora County Board drove to
Mora Sur.day in his new Chevra-lett- e

to attend a regular meetinjr
of the Board. The new Road
Grader Plow and scrapers for
this side of the River errived
last week and are now in hands.
of John Mackey the road Boss at
Solano.
We are indebted for
these things and many other
betterments .directlv
to Mr.
Trujillo and we are going to have
more things needed here through
his efforts for a square deal.
It is a pleasure to know we have
a real man at court to look after
the public interests of the people
and his politics is a secondary
matter Mr, Trujillo will get
cordial support from this end of
Mora County for any office, to
which he may aspire.
Mrs. OUie D. Williams,
Solano has accepted a position

of
as

teacher in the State Reform
School at Springer and went
The address by Lieut. Tenney,
Sunday to assume the duties. It
of Denver Field "Secretary of the
is a good position and one for
"Mountain Divisien A, R. C. was
which she is well fitted and we
a splendid presentation of the
are glad to see her ability rework and needs of the Red
cognized in this appointment to
Cross It was arrenged for him
to speak at the new Baptista remunerative position.
New Village Marshall
At the last meeting of the vil- Church the revival meeting being
Ernest Anderson and Ernest
Roy, D'ick
given over for the evening to his
lage Trustees-oVillage lecture. Following Rev. Maddox
Leath'erman are planning to go
was appointed
to the army with the next draft.
'Marshall. A very satisfactory the revivalist gave an impassionThey figure that they can not
ed speech on the subject. A
: arrangement all around.
plan ahead to do anything with
large audience was present and
the probability of draft at any
'Lee Andersons' Baby Dies accepted the platitudes pronounc
time
and the sooner they get in
having
ed
duty
over
our
done
tur
was received
A telesrram
the
better.
the
Drive
and
on
all
recent
'Tnrcííüv
Aitumuuj
money
where
need
occasions
was
famiKitchell
and'
Anderson
the
Xlinton Neal came in from hi3
lies the death of the baby daug- fid.
home
in Reading Michigan Mon
Anderson
Lee
Mrs.
and
Mr.
hter of
A party of Red Cross workers
day
to
visit his brother Elmer
at" Daw son..
consisting of Mrs. W. H. Wilcox
and
other
friends here He left
in
an
down
The parents came
Floerand Mrs. Irvin Ogden-JRoy
soon
after
the big fire and
buried
auto'Thursday tod it was
sheim R: Lopez and the .'Eáiíory
this
his
first
visit
is
since.
Cemetery.
here in the Roy
to the Chateau .Schodl
dcve
extendis
The sympathy of all
house 25 miles north of RoySdn-da- y
At the meeting of the Board of
ed to the bereaved young parents
afternoon and met with &
Managers of the Community hall ,
and relatives.
company of people of that prosMonday the organization was
perous community who desired
disbanded and the rooms turned
to organize as an Auxiliary of
over to the Red Cross which
organization
Roy;
have a Picture Show the Roy Chanter, American Red
will have full
charge of them in future.
again 'Mr. F. A. Sanrent. the vrocs. ruieen persons signea
The
rooms have been used as a
Jeweler, who 3 also anexperien the application and a quantity of
work-rooby the Red Cross.
red 'Movie man. has purchased a .supplies was left with tbenr to
among
work
the
start
ladies.
mapicture
and
it simplifies matters to give
new and
up the other organization and
chine andwill have it running by These .people are alive to war
manage it all under one head.
July 1st., three nights a week. situation and keen to get at doing
Mr. Sargent will also enlarge their share. It was a pleasant
, Roris a rather lonesome place'
his jewelry business and wall lo- trip and the cordial reception
given the vuaitors was appreciatsince most of the school teachers
cate there 'permanently.
ed, Incidentally - It is appalling
and "Will-be- "
teachers have
to see the thousands of acres of
Mrs.
S.
Horten
J.
and daughter gone to Las Vegas. The exodus
Robert
James
and
Thomas
Miss Inez Cate of Solano has
cultivated land on the mesa that
Miss Lillian were in Roy Tuesday started Sunday when Misses
accepted
a position as Assistant Sansbury made application for and
Of Donations by Commuis lying idle for lack of farmers.
favored the
with a Lena Lusk Retha Sale Tillie
nities to the Second
Fields .that, to our knowledge Superintendent in a small hospi Final proof on their homesteads pleasant call. Miss Horton
has Branch and Fanny Blevms took
also J. J. Taylor They
War Drive Fund
have produced more than $100, tal in the suburbs of Denver and
been employed in the Reception the train with a large number of
per acre of wheat in the past are went to assume the duties last all plan to pay taxes next year. room of a large Art Gallery in teachers from Tucumcari
$1,151.40
Roy,
and
growing up to weeds. Not ten week. Miss Cate stayed with
850.10
Mills,
points
other
Chicago
and
south.
before
coming
Mrs.
home
P.P.
'
The concentrated wisdom
percent of this is due to men her wheat fields until it was
120.96
Abbot;
she went to New York and Branch and Mrs. Sale accompaniaccumulated experience
of
being drafted into the army hopeless for this season and we
200.90
Solano,
visited her brother Chester who ed their daughters and will keep
"Order COAL Now"
more than 90 percent is due to are glad she has found a position
290.10
Mosquera,
has sailed for France and also house for them during the term.
men with families leaving their where she is best qualified to
Monday Misses Virginia and
$2,613.46
Dick Dietterich Joe Sanchez, visited her other brother Sanford
and going to the mines serve and t will be appreciated
farms
Clara
is
in
Martin Miss Fern Deóew
who
Maryland.
is
She trying
As Manager of the Drive I de- and factories where they are Efficiency ana discreetness are Alfonso Martinez and Ed Wend-lan- d to get
and
Miss
Elizabeth Epps and a
accustomed to New Mexico
were among the boys who
sire to thánk all Team Captnins earning unprecedented wages at her characteritics and many
number
again
of
living
after
in the city.
others went, Vegas
and Solicitors and each contribu- day labor. We dont pretend to friends will be glad to know she left for training camps last week
will be a busy and brilliant place
Roy.
large
crowd
efficient
A
was
from
and
at
tor, for their earnest
to know what bearing this may is turning her talents to this
C. E, Anderson tells us he for the next few weeks with
the depot to bid them goodby.
and the liberality of have on production
food stuffs purpose. '
of
will have to replant his entire hundreds of enthusiastic students,
their donations to the greatest of the country over but on this
Chris Wendland left Saturday
bean
field of over 100 acres.' He there preparing- to teach next fall
institutions for the betterment of mesa the production will be re
for Wagon Mound to entrain for planted
work
The
can
coal
miners
early and they came up
humatót- y- The Red Cross.
duced more than 50 percent and for you now, Later Uncle the army.
Mrs. F. H. Foster returned
and
all
died
from
and
In next week's issue of this pa the acrage of corn is far greater Sam will need them.
Monday
from ten weeks visit at
other causes. It is a serious loss
per I intend to publish the name than ever before.
F. B. Sherwood and family of
her
old
home
in Alta Iowa and
of seed but He planted too
and amount of all donations, tne
A big new Steel ''awning is Mountain View Okla, were here
points.
other
She is glad to get
early
and
there is plenty of time
Get your coal now, it wont being erected on the front of the last week guests of Mr. and Mrs.
names will be arranged alphapet- back
home
away from the
and
yet
to
make a crop.
ically and the task is too great to mildew!
new Floersheim. building A lot Henry Stone at the ranch in La
cyclones that were too near
accomplish thii week.
of metal cornice came with it and Cinta canyon. The lady is a
neighbors for comfort.
All
Santa Fe. N. M.
the already handsome building sister to Henry and they came to Rev, Will Carleton Heaton there run for the Cyclone cellar
With repeated thanks and conPost Master,
gratulating you on the splendid Roy N. M. You are hereby noti- will be still more classy in attend the funeral of Bud Farmer writes us from Kibbey Okla that whenever a cloud appears. It has
started home he found Mrs. Heaton about the rained too much there and crops?
manner in which you went"Over fied that the regsitration of appearance with the new trimm at Springer-Thetruly,
yours
Sunday
same as when he left. He will are no further ahead than here.
morning.
lam,
Top'S
the
German alien females is fixed to ings.
remain
for some time at home.
FLOERSHEIM,
J.
Her two 6ons Johnny and
commence at six a. m, on MonAlbuShirley
The
Miss
Nutter
of
meetings
he recently held Robert are
Chairman. day June 17 1918
Mr. Mrs. V. L. Browning, 'of
now in France
and to conNewton School house resulted and
D. S. Nuttér of
querque,
at
spending
Fredonia
are
Kansas
proud
coris
of them as
she
tinue on each day successively
If you have any criticism,
T. C. Nutter of Madrid in 50. conversions and additions soldiers. Many friends
the summer with their daughter
offer,
take
are glad
to
thereafter
complaint
except
Sunday
June
or
rection
to
Ratono
and
another
from
the
Chas
Church
L.
N.
Mosque
Weese,
De
Mrs.
there.
of
is
He
sure
to welcome her and sympathise
it direct to the Chairman. Char- 23rd bétween the hours of six ro.
brother from Idaho all met at the this is the best little rural com- with her. impatience with her
.
a.- m. and eight p. m. up
Cross
Red
any
against
to
made
and
ges
old home this week for a few munity that he has ever found eastern
'
friends who are so stuck
Worker will be investigated by a including Wednesday the 26th
days reunion. They are all busy in return Rev. Heaton is aD.
W.'
Wilson,
Mosquero
L.
of
day
originator
Iowa
mud that they wont
on
of
the
and
Jane
eight
at
o'clock p.mspecial Officer
Jiis true Worth even come and see' a better
was in Roy Wednesday. He has people put net too busy to re- - predated
it.
prove
to
at
office
the
Post
opportunity
given
member home ties.
.,
Jamongthem.
ud some rain of late. '
country.

Band Concert,
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Big

Musical Program,

Good Speeches,

Red'-Cros-

Every Town and Community on the Mesa will
"Kick in" to make this Sale Yield $ $s
For the Red Cross. EVERY ONE
will Donate to or Buy at

"n
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Xhi sis Your Opp ortunity

Grasp it!

jRoyPictureShow

All Patriotic Stores on the Mesa Will Close All Day

j
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Big Dinner By the RED CROSS Ladies.
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All Day!

Big Day!
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All

EPITOME OF

LATE LIVE HEWS
CONDENSED
THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.
RECORD

OF

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Feetara Nawapaper I'nloa

'

.

Service.

ABOUT THE WAR
Berlin claims the capture of much
war material, including a number I
ihe larger French tuna.
The fifth successive counter attack
against Cantifrny whs repulsed by the
Americana with loase for the enemy.
Two of Germany's newest and largest submarines Í the cruiser class
were sunk May 17 and 18, near CV
braltar.
The Germana in their Champa pne
offensive in France have reached the
right bank of the River Marne on a
ten mile front.
The Germana have ;izd and taken
Into Swlnemunde the Dutch steamship
Jantje and sailing vessels Maria,
Ja-ico-

and Gemine.
American aviators shot down another German airplane Friday on the
front northwest of Toul. It fell within the American lines.
The transport ship Leasowe Castle
has been sunk by an enemy submarine
the British admiralty announced. One

hundred

and

one

persona

were

Sixty-nin- e
Sinn Felnert have been
deported from Ireland tor internment
i
in England.
Emperor William has conferred
upon Crown Prince Frederick the sur
of grand commander of the royal housa
of Hohensollern, w ith swords, a Berlin
dispatch announce.
In the Memorial Day exercises in
the rear of the American sector In
Ticardy a small American flag and
flowers were placed on each grave of
an American soldier.
Andrew Bonar Law told the lomer
house of Parliament that 300 casualties to hospital ciases had been caused
by the bombing of British hospitals In
France by German aviators.
The combined railway labor federations of Argentina decided on a general strike June 30, tying up the transportation of the entire country, to
force a favorable eolation of Argentine
labor problems.
The epidemic which Is sweeping
over Spain, a disease which somewhat
resembles grip, is increasing in sever-ty- .
There are more than 150.000
cases in Madrid. The mortality, however, continues to be low.
The Germans are paying a heavy
penalty in the fruitless attempts to retake Cantigny. Air observers report
that the American artillery is inflicting terrible losses on the boches to
the eastward of the new American positions.
Strong revolutionary detachments
of demobilized Russisa soldiers and
peasants equipped with machine guns
l acrd
artillery have risen in the dis
trict of Tschigerlne in the province ol
Kiev, in an attempt to seize government power.
Premier Clemenceaa had the nar-

rowest possible escape from fulHng Into German hands, according
to the
Parlt Petit Journal. He left a certain
point on the front only a few minutes
before the arrival of a patrol of forty

Uhlans

drowned.

In their violent attacks on the
mile
battle front rnnnlng from Sols-toneastward to the region northwest
of Rhelms, the German armies forced
bark the French and British.
After desperate resistance and fighting In the streets, lasting several
hours, the French evacuated Solssons,
which the Germans occupied, according to the official announcement from
the Faris war office.
The aerial activity over the territory of the German advance is moot
Intense and French airmen hate
dropped many tons of bombs on enemy targets in addition to bringing
down nineteen German machines.
In the vicinity of Solssons further
combats of extreme violence Friday
ended in favor of the allies. In this
region the resistance of the Fren-'jdivisions was the absolute acme of
fighting as they were
heroism,
against odds immensely superior,
The Germans' big attack began May
27. with about thirty divisions on a
miles from Hornier
front of thirty-fiv- e
lcourt to Leuilly. This front was held
by seven allied divisions, of which
three British were on the right and
four French on the left.
Italian operations against the i us
trlang have been successfully carried
out on the lower Dave, as well as in
the Tonale sector, reaching the objectives set at Capo Sile on a front of
610 meters and causing the Austrlans
heavy losses, besides 600 prisoners
and a large amount of material, dis
patches from Rome to the Italian em'
bassy state. News reaching Rome
from Berne says the Austrian losses
in the Tonale sector reached 3,000
men killed, wounded and missing.
thirty--

s

The American heavy artillery May
30 obtained direct hits on a big ammunition dump of the enemy east of St.
Mlhlel, which blew up with a terrific
explosion, the burst of flame and pillar of white smoke shooting many hundreds of yards in the air.
From Flanders to Switzerland and
from the battle line to the sea, the
American
expeditionary forces on
Memorial day paid homage to their
dead. Wherever American flags were
flying they were at half staff and before the day was over the
Banner and flowers was placed
on virtually every American grave.
d

SPORT
Mrs. Robert Fitssimmons. widow of
the famous pugilist, has joined the
Salvation Army it was announced in
New York.
Harry Greb of Pittsburgh won four
teen rounds of his fifteen-rounbout
with Soldier Bartfleld of New York at
Toledo, Ohio.
Bert Nlehoff, second baseman for
the Giants, suffered a broken right leg
In the game between the Giunts and
Phillies at the National league park in
d

Philadelphia.
Sioux City is assured of a berth in
the Western league for the remainder
of the season. Several business men,
headed by Charles Hagerllng, purchased the team .from the Lincoln,
Neb., Baseball Amusement Company.

GENERAL

Japan is to have chapter of American Red Cross.
Forty years ago at Lincoln, Neb,
wheat was sold at 80 to 82 cents a
bushel and corn at 23 to 25 cents.
James S. Clarkson, for many years
a member of the Republican National
WESTERN
Executive Committee, died at Newark,
Progress is being made in the Art N. J., aged 76.
sona Legislature with a bill creating
The New Bedford (Mass.) Cotton
a State Council of Defense.
Manufacturers' Association announced
A nation united paid solemn tribute a IB per cent, wage Increase, effective
on Memorial day to its heroes of the June 3, for 35,000 operatives in cloth
past and its heroes of the present.
and yarn mills.
News of the sinking of the Fumess
Denver has obtained a concession
upon the rates to the Rocky Mountain
line steamship Cheviot Range and the
of her crew was reNational park, through which thurtsts loss of twenty-fivpay $9.80 to make the trip over any ceived in Boston.
route, either all auto or part railroad.
The New York Board of Education
Police at Los Angeles discredited voted unanimously to discontinue
the alleged confession of Paul Sokal teaching of German In the public
that he and two others had conspired schools for the duration of the war.
to dynamite the mansion of Gov. W.
Casualties in the British ranks reD. Stephens at Sacramento three ported during May reached a total or
weeks ago.
166.802.
The losses were divided as
follows: Killed or died of wounds, ofWASHINGTON
ficers, 1,536; men, 20,518. Wounded
The United States transport Presior missing, officers, 6,162; men,
dent Lincoln, homeward bound, was
torpedoed and sunk.
The nation wW warned again
Official announcement was made by
the food administration that
that 280,000 men will be called to the there must be no relaxing in the rigor
colors during Juhe. They will be or- ous conservation of wheat If the necesdered to report June 24.
sary shipments are to be made to the
Mrs. Alfred Gwyn Vanderbilt and American fighters overseas and the al
Bay T. Baker, dfrector of the mint, lied peoples.
will be married at Mrs. Vanderbllt's
President Wilson lent a hand nt Al
country place at Lenox, Mnss,, early In exandria, Va., on Memorial day in
June.
driving a rivet in the heel of what will
News of the shelling of the Spanish be the steamer Gunston Hall, a 9,400-tnsteamer Maria Pla, which caused tha
freighter for the shipping board.
'death of her captain and several pas- Mrs. Wilson also played a part in the
sengers, reached Washington In diploguiding the last vertical
matic dispatches. The vessel reached plate into position and naming the
a Spanish port after her encounter.
ship as she did so.
Government war expenses. Including
A resolution providing for two more
loans to the allies, run above
years' suspension of the act requiring
for May, and set a new high that at least $100 In labor be expended
record for any belligerent nation.
on each mining claim nununlly, was
To meet the drain that the duel of Introduced by Senator Henderson of
death Impose on her, Germany is Nevada. Because of the war the act
mobilizing youths born during the first had been suspended for two years.
half of TJ00. barely 17 years old, said
The supreme council of the Royal
entente official reports.
Arcanum announced that there will be
The largest annual army appropriano increase in the assessments now
tion bill in history, carrying
being levied and that the society is in
and authorizing the President excellent financial status. Plans for
to call into military service all men
war on tuberculosis and establish
who con be trained and equipped, was ment of a sanitarium were discussed
I
passed by the House.
ttt Chlcaco
e
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THROWS IN 750,000 MEN.

Nea Service.

woman and child to pledge themselves
on or before June 28 to save constantly and to buy as regularly as possible
the securities of the government.
"The 28th of June ends this special
period of enlistment in the great volunteer army of production and saving
here at home. May there be none
on that day."
RACE

SAMARITAN

NEAR

END

War May Wipe Out Remnant of
cient Tribe In the

An-

Holy Land.

Pittsburgh, Ta. The last remnant of
the ancient Samaritan race may be
wiped out of existence, according to
E. K. Warren, president of the International Sunday School association.
Mr. Warren, in his Sundtty school labors In the Holy Laud, found the little hand of people whose nncestors
made up the great northern division of
the kingdom of the Jews. There were
102 persons in the group, and he has
not heard a word from them in 18
Mr. Warren snld the race
months.
dwindled

down because

It would not

s
of the group
intermarry.
were men and of these 24 were drafted by the Turkish government for military service.
Two-third-

GIRLS

DO

OWN

GARDENING

Will Raise Vegetables Needed by Student Body of Mount Holyoke
College.
South Hndley, Mass. Mount Holyoke college, one of the large girl's
colleges of the East, will be
as fur ns its vegetable supply
is concerned. If pinna of the student
farmers succeed. The needs of the
student body for the year Is estimated
at 2,000 bushels of potatoes and 6,000
cans each of corn, benns and tomatoes.
The girl farmers ore planting gardens
to cover this demand.

UNClE

SAM HARD ON TRAMPS

0

"Side-Doo-

r

Pullman" Passengers Ara

Decreasing, According to Railroad Officials.
Albany. N. T. TJnele Rum Is severe
on tramps. As a result, rnllrond officials say, there is a noticeable 'falling
off "In travel." In the gwid old days
a "pinch by a rnllrond "bull" only
meant a few days In "Jail nnd a few
good menls. Now it's all different nnd
the floating element of the population,
the 10 who prefers the "rods" to the

"cushions," has strangely faded.

Philadelphia, Pa.
1 was vary weak,
always tared, my back ached, and I felt

"Socorro will build a new hotel that
will

$50,000.

prisoners are at work
a Santa Fé streets.
Seven buildings at Emxy were destroyed by fire.
The population t Demlng has doubled the past year.
A big deposit of potash has beea
found in Quay county.
Large sums from every community
swelled tne Red Cross fund.
Grant county is to spend $57,000 and
'
Sooorro county $183,550 on roads.
county
Wm. E. Thwaits, a Grant
cattleman, died in a hospital at Silver
Thirty-thre-

TOWNS RECAPTURED

City.

"round up" will be held in
Magdalena some time the first part
of August.
A Santa Fé saloonman lias filed as
action to enjoin the 6 o'clock closing
of saloons.
Misses Bertha Thomas and Alice
Morris of House captured an American eagle.
-,
daughter of J. B.
The
of Dawson, hanged herself in a
trapeze swing.
Over 8,000 head of cattle have bean
shipped from Otero county during the
past two months.
Venus is the first town to receive
authority from the governor to organise a home guard.
Fire, said to have originated from a
carelessly dropped cigarette, did $50,-00-0
damage at Watrous.
Juan I. Trujillo, of Logan, is the first
A big

REACH IMPORTANT
EAGER TO JOIN IN
FIGHTON BIG BATTLE LINE,

Weelera

Ntnppr Vnlon Kewa Servir.

With the French Army in France,
June 8. American troops are reaching useful positions in the battle area.
These troops display the most ardent
desire to share in the present great
battle with their European comrades.

Washington, June S. After several
repulses, the Germans apparently
tare, abandoned, temporarily at least,
their efforts to retake the ground captured by the Americans at Cantigny.
June 3. Another raid on
Karlsruhe has been made by British
f.ir squadrons, according to the
statement on aerial operations.
Twenty German machines were destroyed in air fighting and six were
driven down out of control. One other
hostile machine was shot down by
London,

off-Cla-

l

i

The government food department
wants all of the 1917. crop of pinto
beans marketed by June 1.
A million-dolla- r
sale of timber lands
in McKinley and Valencia counties
will be held at Los Lunas, Aug. 6.
E. W. Brown was burned to a crisp
when lightning struck him and set his
auto on fire, when near hiB ranch at
Carrisozo.
The second mysterious fire in three
days at Camp Cody did about $300
damage at the 109th field signal battalion exchange.
The Colorado to Gulf highway in
TJnion county will be graded and put
In
shape for the tourists
,
during the summer.
Otero county is to have one of the
largest fruit crops in history this season, and steps are being taken to get
this fruit on the market.
Fort Bayard, near Silver City, will
soon have a new $7Ü,000 hospital,
which will be a Red Cross military
sanatorium for tuberculosis patients.
The second largest fire in the his
tory of Ros well occurred when the entire stock and buildings of the Ros-weLumber Company and two residences adjoining were wiped out by
first-clas- s

With their left wing touching the
Marne and their right linking up with
the battle front at Noyon, the Germans in their new offensive are ham-

LydiaRPinkham'a

Vavatahla

Com

it

Ticuna my nraband wanted ma to try
1 took h fora week and felt a little bet-

ter. I kept it up for three months, and
I feel fine and can eat anything now
without distress wneiToasneja. -- Mrs.
3. Worthuní, 2842 North Taylor St,,
Philadelphia Fa.
The majority of mothers nowaday
overdo, there ara so many demanda
opon their tima and strength; the result
a weakened,
b invariably
nervous condition with headaches, backache, irritability and depression -asoon more serious ailments develop.
It is at such periods in lif that Lydia E.
rinkbam'i vegetable Compound will
restore a normal healthy condition, U
it did to Mrs. WortMne.
ra-dow-

nd

Your Best Asset!
'

A Clear Skin
Cared for By

ira.

anti-aircra-

faeardsomuchabont

"

Mar-rom-

boy from Union county to be wounded
severely in battle in France.
Two more prisoners Manuel Alvares and Ernest Copley have escaped
the Demlng road camp.

I went to a
doctor sad be said
I had narvous indi
gestión, which ad
Sod to my weak
condition kept ma
worrying most of
tha tima and ha,
aid if I could not
top that, I could
not ret well I
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Scout.

Boy

Tells How Lydia tPinUWi
Vegetable Compound
Restored Her Health.

ATTLE MOVES TO WEST WITH
RENEWED FURY AS FOE

omim; events.
Peeple Requested to Pledge by June
July
Con boj' Reunion at L
9 to Invest in War Savings and
.
Annual meeting- - Ntw Mexloe
Thrift Stamps, or Other Government Ottober
Public Health Association.
Securities.
Clayton is to have a large troop of
Washington, D. C To save materials and labor for necessary war purposes, President Wilson appealed to
Americans 'to bay only those things
which are essential to the individual
health and efficiency," and to volunteer on or before June 28, National
Thrift day, to invest systematically in
War Savings and Thrift Stamps, or
other government securities.
"This war is one of nations not of
armies," said the president, and all
of our 100,000,000 people must be
economically and industrially adjusted
to war conditions if this nation Is to
play Its foil part in the conflict.
Pledge Is Sought,
"The problem before us is not primarily a financial problem, bnt rather
a problem of increased production of
war essentials and the saving of the
materials and the labor necessary for
the support and equipment of our
army and navy. Thonghtless expenditure of money for nonessentials uses
op the labor of men, the products of
the farm, mines, and factories, and
overburdens transportation, all of
w hich must be used to the utmost and
at their best for war purposes.
"The great results which we seek
can be obtained only by the participation of young and old in a national
thrift movement I therefore urge
that onr people everywhere pledge
themselves, as suggested by the secretary of the treasury, to the practice of
thrift ; to serve the government to
their utmost In increasing production
In all fields necessary to the winning
of the war; to conserve food and fuel
and useful materials of every kind; to
devote their labor only to the most
necessary tasks, and to buy only those
things which are essential to individual health and efficiency.
"Buy More U. S. Securities."
"The securities Issned by the treasury department are, so many of them,
within the reach of every one that the
door of opportunity in this mutter is
wide open to all of ns.
"I appeal to all who now own either
Liberty bonds or War Saving stamps
to continue to practice economy and
thrift and to appeal to all who do not
own government securities to do likewise and purchase them to the extent
of their meuns. The mnn who buys
government
securities transfers the
purchasing power of his money to the
United States government until after
this war, and to that same degree does
not buy in competition with the government.
"I earnestly appeal to every man,

IIEliVWlOTIIER

BLOWS OF HUNS

Gathered From All Over

President Asks Citizens to Buy

THIS VEñK,

FRENCH SMASH

Pithy News Items

CuticuraSoap'
CJ.MastionWool

mering the allied line apparently with
the hope of crushing the Solssons salient and opening up the way to Paris
by way of the Marne and the Olse.
They are reported to be using well 16th ft Liberty Sts, Stock Yards SUtioa
of a million
on toward
KANSAS CITY, MO.
men in this effort.
DAISY FLY KILLER
On the front between Soissons and
aavva aarsw
mllfllfM
ffMtvtfM,
Chateau Thierry the Germans occupied Longpont, Corey, Faverolles and
' ral
--t wW.
Troesnes, but later were driven out
m41
ar tte am i U
r
arfhtag.
Saaf
latan
of these places by energetic French
ataaa ataMlta.
Mkf
counter attacks.
tmim ar aajl k av
ana ar an4, far IMS.
The main trend of the enemy efwwu toaum, in m una ava, rmoom.ru, a. .
fort is westward, and with this purpose seemingly fully developed, Gen.
Foch is disposing his forces to resist it.
Just below SoiBsonB the crown
princes' troops were forced back on
the Crlse river, which runs on a north
and south line through that town. In
the engagements on this front several The Platte River Cattle Co.
hundred prisoners were taken by the
TO! Í L
Dsn. Us,
French, and in the Soissons fighting
X"
PURE BRED HEREFORD
especially the Germans suffered terBULLS FOR SALE
rific punishment.
Ones, twos and threes.
It develops that American troops al
Bet or wrlu ai before burlnf.
ready are in the battle area, stationed
at points whence their intervention
DEVELOPING
will be easy when the time is consid
nd PRINTING
for Cttajornt
ered favorable.

Commission Co.

three-quarter-

s

K

Kodaks z

tit

nntshlnePrlpeUit.

With the French Armies in France,
June 3. Fighting their way along the
River Marne, the Germans hve reach
ed a point to the west of Chateau-ThierryFrench troops hold the west-eportion of the city. On the east
era side of the Champagne salient the
Germans have succeeded in crossing
s
the
road south of
and Ville-eTardenois.
Taken all In all, the seventh day of
the new battle found the allied line
from Soissons to Rhelms. although it
had been bent back at various points,
not so hard pressed as on previous
fire.
of
Mrs. C. E. Delano, who lives north days and seemingly mote capable
resisting the enemy's onslaught. '
of Clovls, was held under a $5,000
The British in the regions of Arras,
bond for remarks alleged to be derogatory to the Red Cross, and because Lens and Betbune are keeping up their
trench-raidinoperations against the
she claimed to be a friend of the
Germans.
Kaiser.
The increase in value of property Upholder
of Luaitanla Sinking Jailed.
subject to taxation in New Mexico
Tucson, Arix. August Sand berg, a
has been over $28,000,000 in 1917 over
1916. The totat valuation for 1917 is native of Sweden, former consulting
metallurgical chemist for the Phelps$358,502,026.
Dodge corporation at Douglas,
was
There is a considerable demand for
sentenced to serve two years in the
houses in Kingston, every little shack
being taken, but owing to the high Leavenworth penitentiary and fined
$500 by Judge W. H. Sawtelle of the
cost of materials no new building has
United SUtes District Court following
been attempted.
his conviction on the charge of violatThe estate of Mrs. Lulu L, Catron, ing the espionage act by Justifying the
the late wife of John W. Catron, son sinking of the Lusltanla and making
of former Senator Thomas B. Catron Insulting references to the President.
of Santa Fé, has been appraised at
$505,000 and the inheritance tax fixed
r
Mrs. Stokes Given
Term.
at $18,000 In California. Kansas City, Mo. A sentence of
Charged with encouraging AnaBtncio ten years in the Missouri state peniRomero of Clovls to evade the draft, tentiary was Imposed in Federal Court
Frank C. Blumleln, former captain In here upon Mrs. Rose Pastor Stokes
the New Mexican National Guard, was of New York, Socialist and
found guilty in the Federal Court at
"internationalist," as a result
Santa Fé of violating the espionage of her conviction May 23. on an indictset on two counts.
ment charging violation of the espionAn Albuquerque dispatch states that age act.
the church at the pueblo of Sandia,
Livestock Prices Issued.
built by Spanish padres, was looted
Chicago. Collection and dissemina
and two silver chalices of Spanish
workmanship were taken. The chal- tion of livestock quotations by the govices were brought to Sandia 300 years ernment went into effect at the stock
ago by Franciscan fathere.
yards here June 1.
Grant county of all of New Mbxlco's
Fairbanks In Critical Condition.
28 counties heads the list on assessed
Indianapolis, Ind., June 3. Charles
value for 1917 with over
W. Fairbanks, former vice president,
whicli Ib over four times that of Santa who is ill at hiB home here,
lost
appears
county.
Grant
county
also
Fe
ground continually Sunday, and no
as the richest county in the output of hope is now entertained for his remines, which is nearly $14,000,000.
covery by hiB physician.
Samuel L. Hilliard of Kansas City,
Planing Mill Men Strike.
Mo
a traveling man, was instartly
Salt Lake City, Utah. Demanding
killed in Tijeras cofion, eighteen miles
day, 25 per cent increase
past of Albuquerque in the Sandia an eight-hou- r
mountains, when the automobile in In wages, closed shop and a five and
day "week, almost 200 memwhich he was riding rolled down a one-haseven-foo- t
embankment, pinning JTO bers of the Planing Mill and Cabinet
Workers' Union walked out here.
Hard underneath, breaking his neck.
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WHEN YOU THINK FLAGS

of Factory trlos
Think
Kama price aa before uw tree.

Then write to as for sataJone
AMEBIC.? FLAQ MFG. CO., Sarta, Pa.
SAW POINT OF RESEMBLANCE

Rhelms-Dorman-

Olizy-Violaln- e

n

Youngster's Comment, However, Could
Hardly Be Called a Compli- - .
I
mentary One.

ll

g

Ten-Yea-

self-Btyle- d

A fond mint Ic was left to smnse her
siiuill niece and nephew while their
mother went shopping. James became
deeply Interested in his toy engine and
tiny Kuth whs absorbed in watching;
nuntle cut out beautiful paper dolls.
One of these appealed to her particularly and she would scarcely wait for
nuntle to finish.
"Oh, auntie, isn't she pretty? She'a
blue." .
"les, she is lovely. And see what
n fulcy dress she has on. Look at her
lonjt train."
The last word caught serious-mindeJumes' attention.
"Auntie, show me the train."
Auntie pointed to the deep flonnco
which was set (in with larjte plaits and
which was Imiir fnouph at the back for
quite a sweep. James took it in his
hands and examined it closely and silently for a few moments.
Handing
it back, he said solemnly:
"1 atíplame you could call it n train.
It looks something like a cowcatchd

er."
The path thai leads to hsnninesa
often oroKMea a bridgcless stream of

tears.
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GERMANS BOAST
OF OWN CRUELTY
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Workers Are Almost
Constantly Under Fire

Y. M. C.

A.

in

.3,000

France.

These figures show a large increase over those of the campaign
MANY HAIRBREADTH ESCAPES
against France In 1870-71- .
"Punish Cathollo Churches."
"In Belgium, besides many art
treasures, they have confiscated old Moment's Delay Saves Red Triangle
paintings valued at 3,000,000 pesetas.
Man From Death by Shell
"Due to the treachery of Cardinal
That Are Test
Mereler and other priests. Who did
for Real Man.
their utmost to stir the priests
against the
German solBursting shells are
Washington.
diers, they were forced to teach a se- everyday, everjhour experiences In
vere lesson to the Belgian and French
the lives of all soldiers and T. M. C.
Catholics.
A. workers anywhere within 25 miles
Drt George Louis
4 of the Boche guns.
Cathedrals destroyed
Rendered unserviceable
I Meylan, who has Just returned from
17
Cnurcbea destroyed
France where he was engaged In rec14
Raadered unserviceable
reation work for the Y. M. C. A,
Total
threw some strong light on the conditions under which all persons back
"In Poland also a large number of of
the trenches live and die. He bad
churches have been destroyed for mil- been asked to tell some specific Initary reasons. The figures concerning stances of "Y" workers under fire In
these have not yet been published.
first-lintrenches.
"As a result of the stupid stubborn"Those over here who have not been
In
people
continness of the Belgian
e
In the war zone must forget their
uing the struggle after their bloody
Ideas of warfare and Its danand final defeat on the battlefield, the gers," sold Doctor Meylan. "Forget
German officers were forced, against
this old Idea of open fighting, with
their will, to Impose punishments on troops battling across a plain the size
many rich Individuals and wealthy citof a large athletic field. Modern ar
ies. This has contributed the followtillery shoots for miles and Is always
ing amounts to the German treasury :
Every person within 20
shooting.
Pesetas. miles of the trenches Is under fire
(7,000,000 practically all of the time, yet the rePunishments
11,000.600 ports do not call this a battle.
Security
The
16,760,000
Reprisals
artillery was
4,120,850 reports announce The
forced contributions
active,' and that means shells any130,071.150 where five to twenty-fiv- e
Total
miles back
of the trenches.
0
"This amount Includes a fine of
"Early In April the Germans made
pesetas Imposed on the Alsatian
raids and their airplanes were
night
children who t Insist on speaking the
of my orFrench language and refuse to study active In bombing. Two
camps eight or
visiting
were
ganizers
language.
German
These
the beautiful
front-lin- e
statistics are a most useful warning to ten miles back of the
up the
kept
Germans
The
trenches.
the neutral countries.
"If there are any still thinking of bombardment for three days during
men were dodgsiding with the allies let them take which time those
ing shells constantly.
warning from the fate of others."
"On the second day they were In a
Boast Also of Cruelty.
It Is claimed also In this document Foyer de Soldat one of the soldiers'
that more than 60,000 British have recreation huts provided by the French
been made prisoners, and In this con- with Y' men In charge when, within
nection the following statement Is five minutes two shells struck, one a
few yards away, the other hitting the
made:
"Although to these figures the Eng- hut. The 'Y' men were thrown down
It seemed a
lish oppose 124,806 German prisoners by the concussion.
taken by them on the western front, it miracle they were not hit, for soldiers
must be remembered the English treat were killed and wounded all around
their prisoners with notable kindness them.
good-hearte- d
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old-tim-
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r rancia U. Axteil, the first woman In the United States to be appointed by executive order to a federal
commission, has been promoted by the
president to the chairmanship of the
United States Employees' CompensaShe was made a
tion commission.
member of the commission a year ago.
To Remove Paint
To remove pulnt from common
wooden chairs, scrub them with a
strong solution of washing soda.
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BARE

HILLSIDES

Hazelton, Pa. The scarcity of lumber for mine pillars and other mine
uses has led to the creation of a forestry department by several of the
one of
large mining companies,
which has Just reforested Bear Creek
watershed with 5,000 white pine and
5,000 Norway spruce trees.
Thirty thousand more trees are In
process of cultivation at Hugo. Pa In
the Panther Creek valley. When timber Is ready to cut In the vicinity of
the mines troublesome waits and long
hauls will be eliminated.
j! More timb&r Jn the anthracite region
would stop floods, add to the water
supply, reduce the drought periods
V and enable the anthracite Industry to
1 ?
add to Its output. . Many thousands of
acres are available about the mines

,

1

"It Is strange that although we have
only about one woman worker to every
hundred men workers, not a single
'Y' man bnd been killed up to the
time I left France, whereas Hun shells
had killed two of our women workers,
Miss Crandell and Miss Winona Martin.
"In a certain woods the shells were
dropping so thickly that the French
commander ordered our men to abandon their huts. As the order was not
received until evening, a 'Y' man of
my acquaintance decided not to leave
until next morning as he wished to
take his stuff. Next morning he was
approaching the hut when a French
ofllcer stopped him to exchange farewells. This took little more than a
minute, and the Bed Triangle worker
started on his way when a Bhell exploded on the path near the hut at the
point where he would have been had
he not been detained.
Close Calls Every Day.
"Some 'Y' workers are having hairbreadth escapes every day, not every
man every day, but each In his time
with a regularity to Justify saying
some mn every day. Eight of our
'men with the Canadians have been
killed, and we cannot expect to escape
They work from six
unscathed.
o'clock In the morning until eleven
o'clock at night, seven days a week,
with a week off every three months
and manyever take their week off.
On one occasion of which I know the
workers were up at three o'clock In
the morning with hot coffee to warm
the French soldiers coming In after
wade through mud and
a three-mil- e
rain. Those Polius appreciated that.
"Many of our workers slept on the
ground In zero weather this winter,
with nothing but a blanket between
them and the frozen earth, and with
no shelter but a hut made often of.
green lumber which warped, letting
In Icy blasts. A test for a real man.
"I went forward toward ' the
trenches to meet the American soldiers coming back after their baptism
of fire at Chemin des Dames and they
were all eagerness for more.
The
had sent picked troops
Germans
against them, their strongest men lñ
brand new equipment, to Impress the
that Germany had an
Americans
abundance of everything, material
and robust men. Quite a contrast to
emaciated men the
the
The
French had taken prisoners.
Americans gave such good account of
In this fight that the
themselves
French could not prnise them enough."

Scarcity of Timber Moves Mining
Companies In Pennsylvania to
Take Action.
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Need You Worry About This?
picture rolling bandages by means of new machine recently Invented by Dr.
The edges on the $20 gold pieces
Jqhir W. Elliot. The machine folds, cuts apd rolls bandages and can turn 100
wear holes In your pocket '
yards of gauze into dressings In five minutes.
i
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?
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j
1 French refugees with their household
goods passing British gun positions as they seeK safety from the
Germans. 2 King George and members of the royal family reviewing American troops at Buckingham pnlnce, London. 8 Capt. Gabriel Pares, director of a band composed of wounded French soldiers that Is touring the United

States.

NEWS REVIEW OF
THE PAST

WEEK

Germans Start a New Drive on
Paris, Striking Lines of the
Allies in Champagne.

ADVANCE, BUT LOSE HEAVILY
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SHARE DANGERS
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MRS. FRANCIS C. AXTELL

(blandura notorio), while the regime
Neutral Nations How Church Imposed
on the English prisoners by
the Germans Is one of extreme rigor,
and House Are

o that the Germans, with a srunli
number of prisoners,, have secured a
much superior moral effect.
"Besides, to the 2,264 officers and
IS MEANT AS A WARNING 61,323 Soldiers, must be added the several thousand English prisoners that
have died In consequence of disease,
scanty food and other accidents In
Circular Recites Amount of Booty German concentration camps."
Seized In Franc
and Belgium,
The figures regarding British prisand Mistreatment of English
oners, It Is explained, refer to the total
prior to the recent drive In PIcardy and
Prisoners of War.
,
Flanders.
.
Washington.
Teutonic frightful-nes- a
Old Landmark Falls.
as practiced In France and BelMemphis, Tenn. One of the best
gium haa been made the subject of a
Qermaa warning to neutral Datlona of known landmarks on the Mississippi
the fate Which they ma expect If river Is gone. A tall sycamore tree
they take up arma against the central that stood on the Arkansas shore near
Memphis, and which for more than
power.
x
"If there are any atlll thinking of B0 ears served as a mark for river piaiding with the alllea let them take lots, has been undermined by the acwarning from the fate of others," soya tion of the water and full on Into the
the warning. It la In the form of a river. Mark Twain was one of the
circular, which recita the amount of famed pilots who held the Jackstaff of
'
booty aelied In France and Belgium, his boat on the tree.
the number of church ea damaged and
Sells 8hort Pants; Enlista.
destroyed, the money wrung from the
Steubenvllle. O. "I sold my short
stricken Inhabitants and finally the
deliberate mistreatment of English pants at Newport News," writes Gilbert E. Boycan, a negro boy aged fifprisoners of war.
German propagandists have flooded teen, from somewhere In France to his
Spain, with this document printed in parents here. Playing truant from
Spanish, and copies have come Into school to see some selective soldiers
the possession of the state depart-me- depart, the boy decided to Join the
Having established Its German army and enlisted at Wheeling, W. Va.
origin the department made public
this translation : '
"Besides an untold amount of war
material captured on the battlefield
the Germaus have taken possession of
Incalculable booty In France and
Including:

;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Poch's Reserves Come Up and Huns
Are Checked North of the JMsrne
Americans Carry Out Offensive
In Gallant Style Italians
Win Two Victories.
By EDWARD

W. PICKARD.

fresh troops arrived swiftly and without confusion, largely by motortruck
trains, and got Into the fight Immediately on reaching the front. Foch was
compelled to keep In mind the fact that
more than 3,000,000 German soldiers
are facing him and that vast numbers
are still threatening Amiens and Arras, and consequently he colild not
make his line everywhere ai thick as
he would like to have It. Bui his plans
for quick shifting of troops are admirable. The German soldiers. It has
been learned from various sources,
were keyed up to the present effort by
promises of the prompt capture of
Porls and a consequent German pence.
That these promises cannot be fulfilled there need not be the least doubt.
The morale and valor and determination of the French and British were
never greater than now, and the ever
Increasing numbers of the dashing
American soldiers give them renewed
confidence.

wanare. A significant event of
the wek was the launching at Newark
of the Agawam, the first of the new
standardized fabricated steel vessels
built by the Emergency Fleet corpora'
tion.
The British admiralty announced that
the transport ship Leasowe Cnstle bad
been torpedoed in the Mediterranean
I
with a loss of 101 persons.

-- ta

'

The central committee of Finnish
workmen has protested against the
brutalities of the White guard, which,
It asserts, has Imprisoned 70,000 persons and slaughtered prisoners by
wholesale, hundreds of the killed being
women, In this delectable work the
White guurd Is helped by the German
soldiers.
-t- aOf great Importance was the announcement by the administration last
Wednesday that the United States
now supports the nationalistic aspiras
and the
tions of the
Jugo-SlavUntil now the president
had gone no further than to express
sympathy with the Idea of autonomy
Austrlun states,
for the
but he bas changed his attitude and
his new policy may do much to encourage the subject races of Emperor
Charles to revolt. It will certainly
encourage the brave Italians who are
fighting along the Piuve, where before
long American troops will be with
them In the trendies.
On the other hand the Austriun emperor has stated Unit in the future
he will rely on "the faithful and precious collaboration of the Germans for
the development of the interests of the
Czecho-Slovok-

Last week witnessed a renewal of
The Americans In Plcnrdy undertook
the kaiser's drive on the west front, their first real offensive on Tuesday,
but to the surprise of everyone not In and acquitted themselves gloriously.
the confidence of the German high Attacking on a front of one and a
command, the blow was directed, not quarter miles west of Montdldler, In
against the allies In Flanders, nor less thnn an hour they hnd smashed
against their lines In the Amiens re- the German lines, captured the village
gion, but In Champagne.
Ills appar- of Cantlgny, taken several hundred
ent Intention wns to rush his forces prisoners and Inflicted heavy losses In
swiftly on Paris, breaking through killed and wounded on the enemy. The
where the allies were weakest. The entire attack, Including the waves of
location was well chosen and the prepbarrage fire, was carried out with per--,
arations" made with wonderful secrecy, feet smoothness. Twelve tanks led the
but up to the hour of writing the re- way, and Pershing's men followed them
sults were, as In the former drives, not with the cry "Go to It, Yanks." When
comparable with the losses sustained. they reached Cantlgny they found
The apex of the drive had advanced
the village mainly mined houses; with
some 18 miles beyond the starting line, the German garrison hidden In caves
reaching Veztlly, six miles from the and dugouts. These refuges were
Marne and 44 miles from Paris. The speedily cleaned out with grenades,
famous Chemin des Dames had been and all the Germans there were either
taken, as had Craonne, Vailly, Flsmes killed or captured. A ridge beyond
and other towns and villages, and the village wns the real military
finally, on the west side of the new
this our troops soon gained,
salient, the allies retired from
and prepared to hold It, despite the
But by that time General Foch's
fierce fire from the enemy. And hold
reserves were arriving In large num- It they did throughout the week,
bers and the desperate efforts of the against repeated founter-attackGermans to widen the salient were
This operation was not extensive,
stubbornly
resisted and virtually but as one British officer Jubilantly rechecked. In the suburbs of Solssons marked. It was not the size that countthe French were holding onto the. west- ed so much as the splendid way In
ern outlets from that city, and northwhich the Americans showed the Gerwest of Reims, on the east side of the mans their mettle.
Franco-Britiswedge, the
forces were
In the Lunevllle sector the Huns
repulsing every Hun assault.
made a heavy attack on the American
The commanders of the allies viewed line Wednesday, but were driven back
the situation with calm confidence and with considerable loss. The American
seemed to have' no doubt that they could casualties were few and not a prisoner
tern the onrush of the Germans long was taken by the enemy, though that
before they reached the neighborhood
was their main object.
That night
of Paris. They were not yielding a there was great artillery activity all
foot of ground easily or cheaply, but along the front northwest of Toul, and
were pursuing their former policy of on Thursday many aerial battles werq
retiring in good order before vastly su- fought there.
perior numbers, maintaining their line
fc
Intact and sparing their reserves as
In Flanders the Germans made one
much as possible.
big attack, early In the week, between
Voormezeele and Locre, but after gainThe German armies selected for this ing a small bit of ground they were
third drive were those of the crown driven back with severe losses.
prince, though they are commanded
-l- A characteristic bit of German brureally not by that degenerate son of
fhe kaiser, but by Generals Von Bochm tality was the deliberate bombing of
and Von Below. About thirty divisions, American hospitals In a town many
with large droves of tanks and much miles from the front. One nurse was
artillery, were brought up to the Che- killed and a number of wounded were
min des Domes front In the nights and Injured. The Hun aviators also made
kept concealed In the daytime so that several attempts to raid Paris, but the
the allied aviators had no Inkling that air defenses of the French capital are
the long expected attack was to be now so admirable that the raiders
were easily driven off. American aviamade there. Facing the SO divisions
were nine French and four British di- tors are now helping to defend Paris.
visions to stop the Germans when they
began their attack on Monday between
The Italians apparently grew tired
Coucy and Reims, after a terrific bom- of waiting, for a renewal of the Ausbardment with gas and high explosive trian offensive and took matters Into
shells. They forced their way down their own hands. In two dashing opto the Alsne the first day, and even erations ', they' captured . Important
mountain positions In the Tonale' recrossed that river at some points.
Next day they made a further advance gion, together with many prisoners
of some five miles, reaching the Vesle and guns, and cut a big gap through
river and forcing a crossing at Flsmes, the Austrian defenses on the lower
but already they were being slowed up, Piave front at Capo Sile. The first of
and on the flanks they were able to these battles was fought on ground
make little progress. Wednesday they' 1,200 feet above the sea and amid glaciers and Wltlng snows.
directed great masses of troops at
and the French and British there,
Sweden, It was announced,
after exacting a fearful price In Uves,
has
withdrew to the western environs.
signed a commercial and navigation
Meanwhile the German center was agreement with Groat Britain and her
pushed forward to
allies. A similar agreement between
and Veziily. On. Thursday the entire Denmark and America has so angered
allied line was reported to be holding
Germany that the Danes have been
well, and thereafter the Huns made served with an ultimatum that It must
Sols-son-

s.

h

-

-

Sols-son-

s,

ls

slow and difficult progress, or none
all.

at

Foch's' arrangements for handling
his reserves proved excellent, and the

be canceled.
The swamping of the Hun submarine
by American shipbuilders goes ahead
merrily and no longer. Is there any
doubt of the ultimate failure of the

n

state."

ta
appeared before
congress unexpectedly ou Monday and '
urged that body to begin work Immediately on tax legislation to provide
the funds necessary to the carrying
on of the war. The defeat of the central powers, he said, is the considera-tlonthdominates every other. Senators, representatives, supreme court
justices, everybody present, rose and
cheered lustily when the president add-

President .. Wilson

at

ed:
"We are not only In the midst of the
war, we are at the very peak' and crisis
of It. Hundreds of thousands of our
men, carrying our hearts with them
and our fortunes, are In the field, and
ships are crowding faster and faster
to the ports of France and England
with regiment after regiment, thousand after thousand, to Join them until
the enemy shall be beaten aud brought
to a reckoning with mankind."
Despite the desire of many members
to have an early adjournment, congress
yielded at once to Mr. Wilson's plea
and plans were made to formulate a
revenue bill as speedily as may be.
The president in his address confirmed
the expectation that there would be
another and larger Issue of Liberty
bonds In the fall, probably Immediately after the election.

'

ta

On Wednesday the president Issued
an appeal to all Americans to buy only
those things which are essential to the
Individual health and efficiency, and to
save their money and Invest it systematically in war savings and Thrift
stamps and other government securities.
'

ta

Director General M:Adoo announced
general pay Increases for nearly 2,000,-00- 0
railway employees, carrying out
most of the recommendations
of the
railroad wage commission, and he followed this with the announcement that
both freight and passenger rates would
be raised, the latter to 3 cents a mile,
and the former by more than 25 per
cent. This, It Is estimated, will bring
In about $000,000,000 more a year,"
which will be used to meet the Increases In wages and the higher cost '
of supplies.
SJSJ

.

Populár belief, based on the wheat
crop estimates, that the restrictions on
the use of wheat might soon be modi-fle- d
was corrected by Mr. Hoover, who
says every prospect of the wheat situation Intensifies the need for the
greatest possible limitation Id the consumption of wheat and wheat products
In America In order that there may not
be serious want among our allies. The
consumption of the cereal at home, he
says, should be only
of the
normal.
one-thir- d
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I Personal Mention 1

A ton of coal in the bin is
worth nine in the mine.

Church Directory
UNION SUNDAY

SCHOOL;
The question is asked
The cases against J D. Medina HTfc AaK Cnntir nt 1 A "ATI
have a Chautauqua during the et al of Wagon Mound charged
allllllillllllillllllllllllllllllllllB
Your
war.?
The answer is, -- The with conspiracy to intimidate at Christian Ohurcn.v
Sutxcrlp'ion $1.50 Per Yr
Í3 necessary.
Mrs.
Mitcnen
presence
directs
her
ii.
The sale by J. L. Worley and Chautanqua is the one distinctly homesteaders
Entered as
nfttttcr at the
were dismissed in
sent to Greensburg, Pa, for Mr. Snyder,
P, É. IVEYSupt
postuflice in Roy, New Mexico.
on the street drew a American Institution
Because federal court this week. Daniel
the summer vacation,
good crowd Saturday and they it reaches all parts of our country
Medina and Laúdente Quintana
Antonio Torres came down closed out a lot of good
household it like the Press binds the country were put on trial jointly on the
Y. P. S.
from Dawson Sunday and called furniture. These
two families together. The Government de- charge of perjury in connection "Mita A O. Defrkes, President t
for his
He is working in started
Thursday
in Mr. pends upon it at this time to with homestead entries. 11
Griner, Sec'y..
the car repair shops there.- Snyder's bigtar for Portland keep the people in step. Now
Meets at tbo Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday
Oregon, where they will get when the influence of the Press
?
Ab Wagner made us take a employment.
To'clock.
at
They will go via is in danger from censorship the
A cordial.welcome extended to
dollar and a half on subscription Denver
Salt Lake City and others Chautauqua isnot only needed but
ROY, N. M.
visitors.
all
Sunday.
is
last
He
tearing into laage cities and will carry
This rmwr hac enYietpA
demanded Let us not get so
eauh
the
fields' with his Case tractor as ment in a
w'iththe government in the
trailer and camp where
that we will throw Mrs. J.N. Renfro, Prop'r.
CATHOLIC
cause 01 America ior me if he knew it would rain soon.
night finds them It will be a bombs into our own camp.
twice
Mass
.each month 2d and
Large,
period of the war
Refurnished
thruout,
swell trip.
4th Sundays ' at the Catholic
Jv W. Lyle, of Solano was in
Rooms,
comfortable
WANTED,
on ReserRoy, N. M..
town Tuesday and fixed his
voir Construction at Miami, near First Clas3 Dining Room Service Church.
account along with other ' imporSpringer, N. M, Steady work,
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Transcicnt Trade Solicited.
tant business matters.
FOR SALE
Good wages.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
1llinill
J, R. Trimmer. Engineer,
At a Bargain! Terms to
Rev. Fr. Felix Vachon,
Mrs. John O. Gallegos has sold
Care Farmers Developement Co.
Tom McGrath was down from
Suit Purchaser,
her homestead to Wm. Baum
Priest in charge,
Mills Tuesday attenning the Pint
Two years ago May 31st was
A Car Load of
and talks of going to Denver to
On
the
evening
of
June 20th sale and visiting his grandfather
the date of the big Fire. It is live
in future. She has been
at 8.30 o'clock there will be a Trinidad Lucero.
well for us to hark back to that
Methodist Episcopal Church
identified with the pioneer days
meeting at the 1. 0. O.F, Hall in
time and try to realize, all that
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
of Roy for the past ten years and
the interest of National ProhibiRev.E. B. Holmes received
has happened since. Then it
Regular Services as follows:
it is too bad to leave now that
FARM MACHINERY
tion. The Hon. H. T. Laugh-bau- official notice Wednesday that
seemed like we would never re
Sunday at Newton School
1st
we are getting a start toward
of Oklahoma will be the his son, Homer, had arrived
cover from the loss but now it is
11 a m and 7:30 p m.
being a city.
speaker.
safely iñ France.
almost forgotten and we have
3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
spent more money many times
M. Conner and wife, Jr. and
Church
Frank Schultz has purchased
liara and 7:30 p m
over than the amount of the fire Anna
came to Roy Saturday to
big Studebaker "6" brought
loss and have a bigger better
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
EVERYONE MUST HELP.
get groceries and loaf a while. the
by Philip Pint and driven
here
town than most of us ever expect
War
cannot
be
fought
without
money,
and upon th Treasury centers
11am and 7:30 p m
It was too dry to work in the
every financial demand upon the Nation.
by him since. It is a fine big
ed at that time all of which field
is the excuse the ladies
W. C. Heatoñ, Pastor,
The rich of this country cannof alone meet the needs of the Nation;
ÍBoat" and Frank will now
proves that we never know what
the men of the country cannot do It alone; the women of the country
gave for letting the men come
know that nobody has a finer car
is best for us.
cannot do It alone; but all of us, the people of the United States, disreSERVICES OX SOLANO CIRCUIT
along.
garding partlzanshlp, forgetting selfish Interests, thinking only of
than his on the mesa. '
the
supremacy of right and determining to vindicate the majesty of American
1st Sunday at Mosquero,
11 A. M.
Mrs. Hoskins was in town
Ideals and secure the safety of America and civilization, can do the great
America's patriotic
Smith
Bradley, 7.0Ó P. M;
LAND PLATS of ad kinds
and splendid work which God has ealled upon us to do.
family Í3 going to have a great Tuesday the first for some time.
3d Sunday,
B radie v,
11 a.M
Abstracts
S.
U.
of
Land
W. Q. McADOO,
deal to do with terminating the She is suffering severely from
Mosquero,
7 P.M.
Office
Records,
Secretary of the Treasury.
MAPS.
war in a satisfactory manner. Rheumatism.
nrl .tr W. C.n1o..s
T
'
1,
:i....
Prompt Attention
Private Smith assisted by Corpo
Solano, 3, P. M.
ROARK
ral Smith.' Lieutenant Smith
R. L. MATTHEW. Pastor.
Vernie Kenoyer called Tuesday
Captain Smith, Major Smith and to renew his'
Clayton New Mex.
He is farming
C. t. Strong, County Treasurer,
Ton". J. Taylor, Abstractor
Colonel Smith will be there when his claim this summer and hope
BAPTIST
the roll is called in Berlin and ful of a crop. Mosquero had a two inch rain
First Sunday in each month.
Doctor Smith and Miss Smith the
last week and in consequence
Services 11, A.vM., 7.30, P. M.
Red Crose nurse will be following
crop
conditions
t
are much improvIra Earl of Mills called Tues
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
Mora, New Mexico
closely There are more than 10.
ed there. The rain was quite
day to arrange for the
to
000 Smiths listed in the allotment
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
continue coming to him. Mrs. general in the Pan Handle
CHRISTIAN
Mora County.
and allowance files of the bureau
country and Union county. The
Earl came to visit the Dentist.
s
of
ROY
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
insurance of the
De Haven country was well soak
O
straightened out and we are also prepared
Treasury Department According
Sunday' of each
Services
2d
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
Mrs. Ramon Sandoval of near ed. As yet we are goin dry.
to the Official Bulletin 1.040 John
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
larrington was the victim of a
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Smiths, 200 John A Smiths 1.5G0
4th Sunday of each month krat
pistol
accident
Sunday.
She
was
Al Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Aceurcy
Wih'am Smith and 200 William H
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Vuur business Respectfully Solicited
Under new Management
Smiths so if you write to any of making up a bed in which her
Communion service at the mornthem you had better address him husband had slept and the trun Charles Chanmn n. Prnnrííifnr
ing service.
ne naa unaer his ml ow was
by his full name,
PLEASANT VIEW
accidentally dropped on the floor
bteam
Heated,
Free
Baths,
Sunday each Month at 3,
First
and discharge the bullet piercincr
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
Two fires at Watrous and one her
p.m.
arm and breast. Only flesh
A quiet, homelike Hotel
3iora last week seem to indicate wounds resulted. Dr. Self
MILLS
one block from the
tthe work of a fire bug. If some rendered surgical aid
"iT5 Caojsclrorn 44 styles, colors, nnd sizes
3rd
Sunday
at
11.00 a. m. 8PM.
and she is
in rhe famous "RANGER" T.ina
ZZZtxi"- Depot, in the
(German agent is starting
not in 'danger.
biftfcios. All aro pictured
O.
W.
frrW'V0Í
Hearn; Pastor.
Main Business District
fires as a means of Sabotage, it
.,
n natural colors in our latest
vte
Land-SeekeThere arc many other
Tourists and
is time we were .watching for
í
ahn in fart Hiomnstvm.
,
NOTICE
S?wJi
Will find this the right place.
him and we promise if such re To
'nocí biwíles in the world, all
LODGE DIRECTORY
Ladies and Gentleme- n'ACrO?.Y PRICES, from $15.75,
caught Here they will not get
c
'hora Í3 a Mead
JACK P. MILLS
to
In order to be sure of getting
chance to be Interned.
t.l:ii of 0'?TV rifipr ..i.intrm
1J
trAXiF.i
"XTl
r
CLEANING and PRESSING
':o mcdelfC Racers, Juniors
U. S. Commissioner
r
:
Models tooall at
L.:cs
done in first class manner the
I. O. O. F.
Filings,
Proofs
and all
rtoAiibb cn!y by cur Factory
iur. iuitsner and iamny were same week bring in your work
:
Msn wm
tmrZ'?i.1
HOMESTEAD LODGE 4S
land matters.
uown from Mills Wednesday
not later than Tuesday.
Meets at its own. Hall
Also Surveys and Plats.
1 hey reporta fine rain at their
Every Wednesday
Roy Tailoring Co.
Prompt Attention
nomo stopping about the Coch- T.:?r.U,T
FULLY IRS- JfflWAl l
Evening
Suit
Agency
for
Office
Orders.
Solano,
at
New
Nexico.
rane
farm. Ab Wagners theysav
)M M!h Xi0T'-'
.
I
W
"8 test'
h
Visiting
Brothers
always 'welP
fharKcsii you decido
lT1
tne ram lell in torrents and the
come.
Chateau country was well soaked
íA''l! ;l (U
trial. Womaka
iY I fa. Chas; A. Peare N. G.
J. E. Wildman, Séc'y.
Kfer
Lee Snyder is back on the Polly
s-o.i
decido
'h X3-'ZtJ'r- V'l
it'
conductor
train as
again.
Rebekah Degree
We are glad to see him again
V
Al Wish)
r... nnd
Ai3.!510
Vii'i
"HAKGEif" n
altho we like the other Con's
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
"The Wear
. Six
rv
CK.VS::zt cl Csarantes for
K.inhled RANCER
Lee just seems like one of us.
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
r,i(jcl.
S(
Motorbike
'
0,ootti.tFan.-;".-.U
WQZQ. Hctst, Electric LlgUl Ont.
Evening each month
'
líílLOj l.ta,
WSi
P"
front cm
iVtXt
The Wilson Co. of Mills, is
,
Wo
l
I. 0. O. F. Hall
....
.
G'.f. ilf!H tirimi tu nir
I)ra.;c3,a!l accurate.y pictured and
THE U M 1 VE R S A L A IT vffff"
nnnouncing the opening of their
in trust in the tfreat !xz
drrbf1
Miss Lillian Griner. N. G.
National Bank
Caiclcc. Write for It. It's free! A iho
new store at Solano Monday
guarantee ta you thoinit'--Vti
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Sec.y.
I3tu?t i.nr.rrted and A:noriccn n.i:.i.. i..
fill nprform&nee
if oi:r ."3 WPyiJ..
They
June 10th,
re:ently purday trial airrvement
r:q',lp.?rnL'"'1
at niccj go
on sh you.
tcy
Visiting Sisters welcome
chased the W. L. Groce store
Elider Agents Wantad :
; oj r.dJ Ln it
tcr nni.
. .Li
"J
it. nwko monw- i your friend, and neighboriiu "RANGER" b.tvL.
there and are going to Wilsonize
t '(.
Tjti.ioe.i.nfui;iiriicii.rno?..irrri1tr".cff.r
Send Na Mansv .bnt.w ,r
'
it and make it an attraction to
,T .
rnm Trial. ioacanm,tdfifdM bat x bL. titi Ó.
w.,.u..
'J
the community.
.7 Si VÜ(U
.
V'U'EVil
.
S. mo. Caaal Si., CHICAGO
Benny Brafich writes back
Attorney"
Law
from Hanna Wyo. for his heavy
At Reasonable Rates.
Prompt and Careful Attention
clothes & overshoes. He thought
Given all Business Entrusted
it waH unnecessary to take them
to me
along but experience has made a
ROY
.
NEW MEXICO
believer of him.
C.B. STUBBLEFIELD&Co.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
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Cars Housed and Cared for

Repair Work
(Incorporated)

Reports from Las Vegas are
that all are comfortably located
and the town is looking its best.
All the girls have noted that
there are very few boys there.
Harris Applegate and wife returned from Dawson Wednesday
and are visiting at the parental
F. A.

üruce home.

plans to enlist

Mr. Applegate
in the army soon.

R O Y,

at

linstT

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

Proprietor

New Mex.

Office and Exchange,
v

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

? SELLING

ROY, N. M.

PUBLIC

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, 'Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
Efficient Service- Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

OUT?

Then you will have a
'
SALE.

J

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats- - -

Col. F.O.WHITE
His
s

You

address is MILLS N. "i .
can have SALE BILLS

priBtendmake
Spanish-America-

Nw

n

Mexico.

dates at, the
Office.

Roy,

-- Ml? POANISH.
AMERICAN.

AD

VED

U. S. Mnst'Cut Use
If Wheat

Children's White Canvass
"
Sandals,' $1.50
and $1.60

nev?ríids)ti
wift ihe vvskr thai
MmfyM
irúW

i

1

mi

hes passed

by One-Ha- lf

'

'

"Foot-Culture-

America Consumed 42,000,000 Bushels Monthly.
From Now Until Harvest Must Use.

Ladies White Canvass Pumps,
Medium Low Heels, "Sportless"
Ladies Brown
Sport Sandals, . . . $4.00
Ladies Chocolate, Full Cuban
Heels, A very dressy last, $6.00

Only 21,000,000.

sMíWmt-- -

canr'buy
tnín with
money you havMff-You

RATION PER PERSON IS 1 POUNDS
OF WHEAT PRODUCTS WEEKLY

Kids,2-Bar,$2.5- 0

Spenfc

Military Necessity Calls for Greater Sacrifice Here Allied War
JSread Must Be Maintained Our Soldier and
Sailor to Have Full Allowance.

your

BanK

'

K"MZ ;JS

M o r. e.'wHh.

YOU CANT TURN BACK THE UNIVERSE,
IF YOU SPENT ALL YOU MADE

IS GONE.

FOREVER.

......

W-

PRICES.

"Our Prices are Right"

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

Roy Trading Co,

well-to-d-

"The Store That Buys Your Produce"
BUY A WAR SAVING STAMP

MOUNTAIN VIEW
.

o .

John Bauler went to wagon
Mound Saturday enroute to Camp
Cody to enter Military Training.
The Mountain view Ladies Aid
met with Mrs. Will Brockman
Wednesday.
Misses Carrie and Lida Pickett
and Gertrude Hicks Messrs
Henry Newton Calyton Kuyken-dah- l
Vernie Kneedler and Gaston
Brock were guests Saturday eve,
of Miss Ruth Robertson.

Albert Pate and family were
guest at the Fred Pate home

1

TO-DA-

Philip Pint and family left
Wednesday "for their home in the
east. He sold his farm to Mr.
Dunn and the sale Tuesday resulted in getting about cash
value for his peraonal property.
We are sorry they could not re
main but the weather conditions
have been bad since they came
and they could not believe they
were ever different.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Oflice at Clayton, N. M.,
May 24 1918

Notice is hereby given that
Mary Bailey of
Sunday.
Roy, Mora county, N. M., who on
The Robertsons were guests at November 23 1914 madu Homesteao
Entry No,018894 for SJ Section 10
the Spencer home Sunday
Township 21 N Range 27 E N. M. P.
Win. Kneedler arid family Meridian has fillee
visited their son Glenn at Mofax fice in Roy, N. M., on 'July 18 1918
Sunday.
,
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
Mr. Brock is soliciting Red land above described, before F. II.
Cross donations in Mt. Vu. We Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his of- Claimant names as witnesses: Hen-A- .
have no "Slackers"
.

1. Slusher '
Robert Holmes

Misses Ruth Robertson Opal
Ruby and Zella Everett and
Vernie Kneedler motored
to
Chico mountains Monday

01 (a:d

Miss Bertha Rinehart and
Mis3 Lura Cunningham, of Mills
have gone to Las Vegas to attend
Summer School.
.
'

Mitchell

A, A.
All of Roy New Mexico

Himes

Register.

PAZ VALVERDE.

To CHect the needed saving of wheat
we are wholly dependent upon the
voluntary assistance of the American
people and we asjc that Uie following
rules shall be observed :
J. Householders to use not to exceed
pounds per week of
total of 1
Wheat products per person. This
means no't more than 1
pounds of
,Vlctory bread containing tho required

I

j

percentage of substitutes and one-hapound, of booking flour, macaroni,
crackers, pastry, pies, cakes, wheat
breakfast cereals, all combined.
2. public eating places and clubs to
observe two wheatless days per week,
Monday and Wednesday, as at present.
In addition thereto, not to serve to
any Pne guest at any one meal an
aggregate of breadstuffs. macaroni,
Crackers, pastry, pies, cakes, whent
breakfast cereals, containing a total
of more than two ounces of wheat
flour. No wheat products to bo served
unless specially ordered. Public eating establishments not to buy more
hart six pounds of wheat products for
each ninety meals served, thus conforming with the limitations requested
of the householders.
8. Retailers to sell not more than
h
of a barrel of flour to any
town customer at any one time and
of a barrel
not more than
to any country customer at any one
time, and In no case to sell wheat
products without the sale, of an equal
weight of other cereals.
4. Wo ask the bnkera and grocers to
reduce the volume of Victory bread
sold, by delivery of tha
pound loaf where one pound was sold
.before, and corresponding proportions
In other weights. We also ask bakerg
not to Increase the amount of their
wheat flour purchases beyond 70 per
lf

bne-elght-

one-quart-

three-quart-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fc, New Mexico
May 14 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Antonio J Rodriguez of Wagon Mcnn
N. M. who ou June 22 1914 made home
Btead entry m 021202 for
Section'2!) Township 21 N. Range
21 E. N. HI- P.
Meridian, has

,

cent, of the average monthly amount
purchased In the four months prior to
March 1.

G Manufacturers using wheat prodd
ucts for
purposes should
cease such use entirely.
0. There Is no limit upon the use ot
other cereals, flours, and meals, corn,
barley, buckwheat, potato flour, et
cetera.
Many thousand families throughout
the land are now using no wheat products whatever, except a very small
amount for cooking purposes, and are
doing so In perfect health and satisfaction. There la no reason why all of
the American people who are able to
cook In their own households cannot
subsist perfectly well with tho use of
less wheat products than one and one-ha-lf
pounds n week, and we specially
ask the
households In the
country to follow this additional programme. In order that we may provide
the necessary marginal supplies for
those parts of the community less abfe
to adapt themselves to so large a proportion of substitutes.
In order that we shall he able to
make, the whent exports that are absolutely demanded of us to maintain
the civil population and soldiers of the
allies and our own army, wo propose
to supplement the voluntary
of the public by a further limitation of distribution, and we shall place
at once restrictions on distribution"
which wlil bo adjusted from time to
time to secure as nearly equitable distribution as possible. With the arrival
of harvest we should be able to relax
such restrictions. Until" then we ask
for the necessary patience, sacrifice
and
of the distributing
trades.
non-foo-
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well-to-d-
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Horton arrived, filed notice of intention to make Three
year proof to establish claim to the
from Chicago Monday and will land above described, before Stanley
spend the summer at home. Her A. Foutz, U. S. Commissioner at Wagtwo brothers have enlisted in the on Móund, N. M., on the ftíth day of
army and ber presence will be a July 16 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
boon to her parents. ',
Miss Lillian

i

Luriano Hernal,

t

Porfirio Duran,

-

N Ran.' 26 E
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intention to make
intention to tablish claim three year proof, to esto the lahd above demake three year proof, to establish scribed
before F H Foster, U. S.
claim to the land above described, beCommissioner Jl Roy New Mexico on
fore F. H. Foster U.S. Commissioner July 5 1918
at Roy, New Mexico, on July
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. C. Jordan
Tomas Manzanars
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas Blankenship
E J II Roy,
Orin Kirl.y
O.T5. Hall
All of Uov New Mexico
C II
Neis L Benson

ember

Lots 11,12,

SWJ-S-

Mrs. Harry Hughes is so far
recovered from her recent operation as to be able to be out
soliciting for the Red Cross last
week.

of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at. his office in
Roy, N. M., on the 18th day July 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cosme C Hernandez
ho's McGrath
Joe ,Mastas of Mlls New, Mexico

s'

of Roy 'N.
Walter Ross and family made John McCryttel
New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
'
a flying trip tos Greenvill Satur
0

'

77:

M.
,

'

'

'.

Register.

21

N. M. P.

PAZ VALVERDE,

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

j

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
OHice at Clayton, New Mexico

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oliice Clayton New Mexico.

May
Notice is hereby given that
Samuel E Ruc!(er of Amistad New
Mexico ' who on Ssptember 17 19tm
made Desert land entry No 01637 for
SEi SW and SVVi SEi;Se.--. is, NEJ
NVV'i and NWi NEi
Section 1! Twp
19 N. Range 30 E. NM PM.has filed no.
tice of intention to make
i
i
proof under 3rd paragraph D.L. Relief
Act
to establish claim to the land
U. S. Commissioner, at hia office in
above described, before
W.H. Willcox U S Cominissionea at
on July 31918
Roy New Mexico

May
Notice is hereby given that
Harry H iss t..f Solano New Mexico
who on November 24 1914 mad. HE no
0181)03 for the
& WJ-SWJ Nwi
Section 13 Twpl! N Range 27 E.
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, bt'lre
.
W. H. Willcox U.S,1 Commissioner af
Roy New Mexico on f July 6 of 1018

Claimant names as witnesses:
Marion Conner
Henry E Dean
Ernest B Choate
All of Solano New Mexico
015
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
JohiMV Mackey

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico

'

Claimant names as witnesses:
Kusebio Montano
Gabriel S Vigil
Jose f Garcia
James R Caley
All of Albeit New Mexico
'
PAZ VALVERDE,
r.'
'
'
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Mav 21191
is hereby given that
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Charles Depew of Roy New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mex
who on Apiil first 1915 made HomeApr. 24, 1918
Sec.
"19723
for
stead Entry No
given
that Williau.
hereby
is
Notice
11 andSWl-NW- i
Section 12 Township
C. Boulware of Roy New Mexico who
K
19 N Renge 26
N. M. P.
made HE. No. 01982 for
Meridian, has filed notice of intention Feb. 20 1915.
11
and NEi Section,
Sec.
NWi,
tomake three Year Proof, to establish
Range 27EN.M.P,
21N
10, Township
claim to the land above described, benotice of intention
filed
has
Meridian,
fore B'. H. Foster U S Commissioner
final proof to establyear
make
three
to
1918.
18
at Roy N. M. on July
ish claim to the land above described
Claimant names as witnesses:
before F H Foster, U S Com, at Roy
Hugh Trout
1. C. Grun'g
N M on the 21st day of June 1918.
John We'sdofer
C. A. But'er
Claimant names as witnesses:
AH 'of Roy New Mexico
A A Himes
A B Slusher
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Mary Bailey,
H C Mitchell,
All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Notice

A--

1

FOR SALE
milk cow 3 years old
'

Just Fresh.

Itegister

8

It Generally Does.
Speech was given to man to dlsgul.
ls thoughts. Tallyrund.

Wm. Brashears,

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Dru?; Store

6 and

visiting

'

:kmV.

Township

Ail of P.oy New Mexico,

E

NE1- - NWi- - NWJ-NSection 7 Township 20 N Range 25 E
E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice

'

0

1

Hand

5

An

1915 made
Homestead
27,
No.016713 Addl No 020934 foi WJ
Swl-NEr- -

Section

Lots

Range' 26 K.
20 N,
M., has filed notice of

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Rev. Matthews and family Entrys
were guest at the E. D. Choate SW:
Section
home Sunday.

day'

mm 'm 'fmffTs

Maximiano Graham,
P. Becere,
all of Wagon Mound, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register

Mrs. Wm. G. Johnson has been
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
iil this week at tie ranch.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
May 24 1918
and
Arnolds
the
Mrs. Andra
'
tjBtfl U3Ai3 Xqajsq si' oot;ofi
were up from La Cinta canon
Olto Lohstroh of $oy,Mora Co, N. M
Monday.
who on November 28,1913 and Sept-- ,

Ralph "Williams is
friends in Tucumcuri.

r

.'

J.

John Hepburn formerly R.'F.D
Carrier at ftíills was called to the
Colors and went to Wagon
Mound Saturday,

GONE-GO- NE

If we are to furnish the Allies with the necessary proporBUT REGRETS WONT HELP MATTERS,
THE REAL
tion of wheat to maintain their war bread from now until the
THING TO DO IS TO BUCKLE DOWN NOTODAY, AND
next harvest, and this is a military necessity, we must reduce
OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE MONEY YOU HAVE
our monthly consumption to 21,000,000 bushels a month, as
IN YOUR POCRET.
against our normal consumption of about 42,000,000 bushels,
or 50 per cent, of our normal consumption. This Í3 the situation as set forth by the U. S. Food Administration at WashingWE ADD a PERCENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.
ton. Reserving a margin for distribution to the army and for
epecial cases, leaves for general consumption approximately
COMETO OUR BANK,
VA pounds of wheat products weekly per person. The Food
Administration's statement continues: Many of our consumers
are dependent upon bakers' bread. Such bread must be durable
and therefore, requires a larger proportion of wheat products
than cereal breads baked in the household. Our army and
o
navy require a full allowance. The
in our population
can make greater sacrifices in the consumption of wheat
products than can the poor. In addition, our population in
NOTICE FOU PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the agricultural districts, where the other cereals are abunof the Interior.
Department
dant, are more skilled in the preparation of breads from these U. 3.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
other cereals than the crowded city and industrial populations.
May 6 918
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
With improved transportation conditions we now have availNotice is hereby given that
May
j ,
able" a surplus of potatoes. We also have in the spring months
JSotice is hereby given that
Galo G. Kidd of Roy New Mexico
a surplus of milk, and we have ample corn and oats for human' hn, on January, 21st 1914 made Htbert J. Herrón of Koy New Mexico
consumption. The drain on rye and barley, as. substitutes, has
Homestead Entry No. 017391 for who on May 2fth 1915, made II N no
already greatly exhausted the supply of these grains.
Section 15 Township
20 N. R 27 E 020179 for
4 Section
Lota

Men's Chocolate Glove Outing Shoe, with
"
Soles,
$4.00
We have a Complete Line of
SHOES, at very reasonable
"Elk-Tan-
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Pure Drugs.lChemicalsJand
PatentJZIMedicines
Perodicals and" Stationery

Kodaks andEastman Supplies!
Perfames and Toilet Articles

(

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

.Barrow shrugged his shoulders In a
way that made Hazel bring her teeth
together and want to shake him.
Grlnell by then was hurrying up
with long strides. Hat In hand, he
bowed to her. "Miss Hazel Weir, I
'
believe?" be interrogated.
"Yes," she confirmed.
"I'm on the Times, Miss Weir,"
Big
Grlnell went straight to the business in Got" an Excellent
Now
aware,
presume,
"You
are
Yiefds
hand.
Assured.
I
that Mr. Andrew Bush willed ou a
sura of money under rather peculiar
Never In the history of Western
conditions that Is, the bequest was Canada did the seed eater the ground
worded in a peculiar way. Probably under more favorable conditions. The
you have seen a reference to It In the weather during the month of April
papers. It hascaused a great deal of was perfect for seeding operations,
read,
taurant She wanted a chance to
Interest The Times would be pleased and from early morning until late at
more than food. She did not unfold to
have a statement from you which night the seeders were at work, and
the paper until she was seated.'
will tend to set at rest the curiosity of every acre that could b
profitably
page
on
heading
front
the
A column
the public. Some of the other papers sown was placed under requisition.
caught her eye. The caption read:
have Indulged In unpleasant Innuendo. Farmers entered heart and soul into-th"Andrew Bush Leaves Money to Stewould be pleased te- - publish your
campaign of greater production.
nographer." And under It the sub- We
of the matter."
side
There was the time and the opportuhead: "Wealthy Manufacturer Makes
"I have no statement to tnake," EaPeculiar Bequest to Misa Hazel Weir." sel said coolly. "I am not In the least nity for careful preparation, and as a
The story ran a full column, and had concerned with what the papers print consequence with favorable weather
from now on there will be a vastly Into do with his Interment There was
or what the people say. I absolutely creased yield. They realized It was a
a great deal of matter anent the prinduty they owed to humanity to produce
But that which refuse to discuss the matter."
cipal beneficiaries.
Grlnell continued to point out with all that they could on the land, not
formed the basis of the beading was a
and persuasive logic of only this year but next as well. In
codicil appended to the will, a few the persistence
good newspaper man bent on learn- addition to
the patriotic aspect, they
hours before his death, In which he did a
paper wants to know
are aware that the more they produce
"give and bequeath to Haset Weir, un- ing what his
giving
forth a the greater will be their own return
til lately In my employ, the sum of the desirability ofInher
the midst of his in dollars and cents.
five thousand dollars In reparation for statement. And
argument Hazel bade him a curt "good
any wrong I may have done her."
In many districts wheat seeding was
Hazel stared at the sheet and her evening" and walked on. Barrow kept completed' by the 1st of May, after
face burned. She eould understand step with her. Grlnell gave It up for which date oats and burley on larger
now why Jack Barrow bad hang up a bad Job, evidently, for he turned acreages than usual were planted.
his receiver with a slam. She could back.
As has been said, favorable weather
They walked five blocks without
picture him reading that article and
made possible excellent
conditions
word. Hazel glanced at Barrow now seed-bepreparation, and the seed has
and then, and observed with an uncomfortable sinking of the heart that he gone Into the ground In unusually good
shape. The available moisture In the
was sullen,' openly resentful, suspisoil has been added to by rains, which
cious.
"
"Johnnie-boy,- "
she said suddenly, have not been so heavy, however, as to
'don't look so cross. Surely you don't interfere long with the work In the
blame me because Mr. Bush wills me a fields. The grain Is germinating readsum of money In a way that makes ily, and on many fields the young green
blades of the cereal are already showpeople wonder?"
"I can't understand It at all he ing,
An optimistic feeling prevails among
said slowly, "it's very peculiar and
deucedly unpleasant
Why should he farmers that Western Canada will reap
leave you money at all? And why a record harvest. If the season from
should he word the will as he did? now on is as favorable as It has begun,
these hopes should be realized. Mr.
What wrong did he ever do you?"
. "None," Hazel answered shortly. His J. D. McGregor of the Federal Food
old and successtone wounded her, cut her deep, so Board, who Is also
eloquent was t of distrust "The only ful farmer In Westevi Canada, assertwrong he has done me lies la willing ed a few days ago at Calgary that crop
conditions
throughout the Prairie
me that .money as he did."
"But there's an explanation for Provinces were excellent "Speaking
that," Barrow declared moodily. generally," he said, "the crops have
"There's a key to the mystery, and If never gone Into the ground In better
shape than this year, and with an
anybody has It you have. What Is
"Jack," Hazel pleaded, "don't take even break of luck as far as the weaththat tone with me. I can't stand It I er Is concerned,, there should be an
enormous crop." His present duties In
Watched for Jack From a Window won't I'm not a little child to be
scolded
and browbeaten. This morn- connection with the Food Control
That Commanded the Street
ing when you telephoned you were al- Board, taking htm in all parts of the
gritting his teeth. Her hands clenched most Insulting, and It hurt,me dread- West, Mr. McGregor has exceptional
till the knuckles stood white under fully. You're angry now, and suspi- opportunities of observing conditions
the smooth skin, and then quite ab- cious. You seem to think I must have all, over the country. Advertisement
ruptly she got up and left the restau- done some dreadful thing.
I know
rant even while a waiter hurried to what you're
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BUSH'S THREATS TO MAKE HAZEL SUFFER FOR HER

RE-

JECTION OF HIS PROPOSAL ARE FOUND NOT TO
HAVE BEEN IDLY MADE

Miss Hnzel Weir Is employed as a stenographer In the
Harrington ft Bush at Granville, Ontario. She Is engaged to
Jack Barrow, a young real estate agent Mr. Bush, Hazel's employer,
suddenly notices her attractiveness and at once makes her his private
stenographer. After three months Bush proposes marriage. Hazel
refuses, and after a stormy scene, In which Bush warns her he will
make her sorry of her action. Hazel leaves the office, never to return.
Synopsis.

office of

CHAPTER II

Hazel stared,

Continued

aghast,

astounded.

She was aot at all sorry ; she was perhaps a trifle ashamed. But the humor
of the thing appealed to her most
strongly of all. In spite of herself, she
smiled as she reached once more for
her hat And this time Mr. Bush did
not attempt to restrain her.
She breathed a sigh of relief when
she had gained the street, and she did
not in the least care If her deportare
during business hours excited any cariosity In the main office. Moreover,
she was doubly glad to be away from
Bush.
"He looked perfectly devilish," she
.told herself. "My, I loathe that man I
He is dangerous. Marry hlmj The
Idea 1"
She knew that she must have cut
him deeply In a man's tenderest spot
But just how well she
his
had gauged the look and possibilities
of Mr. Andrew Bush, Hazel scarcely
self-estee-

realized.
"I wont tell Jack," she reflected.
"He'd probably want to thrash him.
And thkt would stir tip a lot of horrid
talk. Lear me, that's one experience
I don't want repeated. I wonder If he
made court to his first wife in that
high-hande-

fashion!"
She laughed when she caught herself scrubbing vigorously with her

handkerchief at the place where his
lips bad torched her cheek. She was
primitive enough in her Instincts to
feel a trifle B'ad of having retaliated
in what her training compelled her to
consider a "perfectly hoydenlsh" manner. But she could not deny that It
had proved wonderfully effective.
CHAPTER

II.

"I Do Give and Bequeath."
When Jack Barrow called again,
which happened to be that very evening, nazel told him simply that she
liad left Harrington A Bush, without
entering Into any explanation except
the general one that she had found It
Impossible to get on with Mr. Bush in
her new position. And Jack, being
more concerned with her than with her
work, gave the matter scant consideration.
This was on a Friday. The next
forenoon Hazél went downtown. When
she returned, a little before eleven, the
maid of all work was putting the last
touches to her room. The girl pointed
to nn oblong package on a chair.
"That came for you a little while
ago, Miss Weir," she said. "Mr. Bush's
carriage brought It"
"Mr. Bush's carriage 1" Hazel echoed.
"Yes'm. Regular swell turnout, with
a footman in brown livery. My, yon
could see the girls peeking all along
the square when It stopped at our
door. It quite flustered the missus."
The girl lingered a second, curiosity
writ large on her countenance. Plainly
she wished to discover what Miss Hazel Weir would be getting In a paelcage
that was delivered In so aristocratic
a manner. But Hazel was In no mood
to gratify anyone's curiosity. She was
angry at the presumption of Mr. Andrew Bush. It wns an excellent way
of subjecting her to remark.
She drew off her gloves, and, laying
aside her hat, picked up a newspaper,
and began to read. The girl, with no
excuse for lingering, reluctantly gath
ered up her broom and dustpan, and
departed. When she was gone, and
not till then, Miss Weir Investigated

"Eventn', Miss Weir. 'Ave you 'eard
about Mr. Bush, pore gentleman 7"
Mrs. Stout was very English.
"Mr. Bush? No. What about hlmr
" 'B was 'urt shockin bad this awff-noonMrs. Stout related. "Out 'orse-bac- k
rldln', and 'is 'orse ran away
with Mm, and fell on 1m. Fell all of a
'eap, they say.
Terrible terrible I
The pore man Isn't expected to live.
Is back's broke, they say. Wat
,"

pity I Shockin' accident, Indeed,"
Miss Weir voiced perfunctory sympathy, as was expected of her, seeing
that she was an employee of the Armor had been lately. But close upon
that she escaped to her own room.
She did not relish sitting there discussing Mr. Andrew Bush.
Nevertheless she kept thinking of
him long after she went to bed. She
was not at all vindictive, and his misfortune, the factIf the report were
true that be was facing his end,

stirred her pity.
The report of his Injury was verified
In the morning papers. ?y evening It
had pretty well passed out of Hazel's
mind. She had more pleasant con:
cents. Jack Barrow dropped In about
to ask If she wanted to go
with him to a concert during the week.
They were sitting In the parlor, by
a front window, chattering to each
other, but not so engrossed that they
failed to notice a carriage drawn by
two splendid grays pull up at the front
gate. The footman. In brown Uvery,
got down and came to the door. Hazel
knew the carriage. She had seen Mr.
Andrew Bush abroad In It many a
time. She wondered If there was some
further annoyance In store for her, and
frowned at the prospect
She heard Mrs. Stout answer the
bell in person. There was a low
mumble of Voices. Then the landlady
appeared In the parlor doorway, the
y

footman behind her.
"This is the lady." Mrs. Stout Indicated Hazel. "A message for yoa,
Miss Weir."
The liveried person bowed and extended an envelope. "I was Instructed
to deliver this to you personally," he
said, and lingered as If he looked for

further Instructions.
Hazel looked at the envelope. She
could not understand why, under the
circumstances, any message should
come to her through such a medium.
But there was her name Inscribed. She
glanced up. Mrs. Stout gazed past the
footman with an air of frank anticipation. Jack also was looking. But the
landlady caught Hazel's glance and
backed out the door, and Hazel opened
the letter.
The note was brief and to the point:
Miss Wetr: Mr. Bush, being; seriously
Injured and unable to write, bids me Bay
that he la very anxious to see you. He
sends his carriage to convey you here. His
physicians (ear that he will not survive
the night, bence he begs of you to come.
Very truly,
ETHEL R. WATSON.
Nurse in Waiting.
"The Ideal Of course I won't I
wouldn't think of such a thing I" Hazel
exclaimed.
"Just a second,' she said to the footman.
Over on the parlor mantel lay some
Sh
sheets of paper and envelopes.
borrowed a pencil from Barrow and
1

Roses

two dozen

d

.

furnitur-

house.
It was
not a permanent position ; one of their
girls had been taken 111 and was likely
to take up her duties again In six
weeks or two months. But that suited
Hazel all the better. She could put
In the time usefully, and have a breathing spell before her wedding.
Three days went by. Hazel attended
the concert with Jack the evening of
the day Mr. Andrew Bush received ostentatious burial. At ten the next
e-manufacturing

morning the telephone girl called her.
"Someone wants you on the phone,
Miss Weir," she said.
nazel took up the dangling receiver.
"Hello I"
"That you, Hazel?"
She recognized the voice, half guessing It would be he, since no one but
Jack Barrow would be likely to ring
her up.
"Surely. Doesn't It sound like me?"
"Have you seen the morning pa-

the parcel.
La

Frances filled the room with their
delicate odor when she removed the
pasteboard cover. And set edgewise
among the stems she found his card.
Miss Weir turned up her small nose.
"I wonder If he sends these as a
sort of peace offering?" she snorted.
"I wonder If a few hours of reflection
hns made him realize just how exceedingly caddish he acted? Well, Mr.
Bush. I'll return your unwelcome gift
though they are beautiful flowers."
And she did forthwith, squandering
40 cents on a messenger boy to deliver
them to Mr. Bnsh at his office. She
wished him to labor under no misapprehension as to her attitude.
The next day Sunday she spent
with Jack. Barrow on a visit to Ms
cousin in a nearby town. They parted,
as was their custom, at the door. It
was still early In the evening eight-thirtor thereabouts end Hazel went
Into the parlor on the first floor, Mrs.
Stont and one of her boarders eat
there chatting, and at Hazel's entrance
the landlady greeted her with a star-i-ll
ag Mt oc news:

"Saw It In the paper. Why?"
"Nothing, except that he Is supposed
to be dying and he wanted to see
me. At least well, read the note,"
Hazel answered.
Barrow glanced over the missive
and frowned.
"What do yon suppose he wanted
yon for?" he asked.
"How should I know?" Hazel evaded.
"Seems funny," he remarked slowly.
"Oh, let's forget It" Hazel came
and sat down on the couch by him. "I
don't know of .any reason why he
should want to see me. It was certainly a peculiar request for him to
make, but that's no reason why we
should let It bother us. If he's really
so badly hurt, the chances are he's out
of his head. Don't scowl at that bit
of paper so, Johnnie-boy.- "
Barrow laughed and kissed her, and
the aubject was dropped forthwith.
Later they went out for a short walk.
In ha hour or so Barrow left for home,
promising to have the concert tickets
for Thursday night
Hazel took the note out of her belt
and read It again when she reached
her room. Why should he want to
see her? She wondered at the man's
persistence. He had Insulted her, according to her view of It doubly Insulted her with threats and an enforced caress. Perhaps he merely
wanted to beg her pardon; she had
heard of men doing such things In
their last moments. But she could not
conceive of Mr. Andrew Bush being
sorry for anything he did. Ind so she
could not grasp the reason for that
eleventh-hou- r
summons. But she could
see that a repetition of such Incidents
might pnt her In a queer light Other
folk might begin to wonder and Inquire
why Mr. Andrew Bnsh took sncb an
"Interest" In her a mere stenographer. Well, she told herself, she did
not care so long as Jack Barrow's
ears were not assailed by talk. She
smiled at that, for she could picture
the reception any scandal peddler
would get from him.
The next day's papers contained the
obituary of Mr. Andrew Bush. He had
died shortly after midnight And despite the fact that she held no grudge,
nazel felt a sense of relief. He was
powerless to annoy or persecute her,
and she could not escape the conviction that be would have attempted
both had he lived.
She had now been Idle a matter of
days. Nearly three months were yet
to elapse before her wedding.
.
It seemed scarcely worth while to
look for another position. She had
enough money saved to do everything
she wanted to do. It was not so much
lack of money, the need to earn, as
the monotony of Idleness that Irked
her. She had acquired the bablt of
work, and that Is a thing not lightly
shaken off. But during that day she
gathered together the different Granville papers, and went carefully over
Knowing the
the "want" columns.
town as she did, she was enabled to
eliminate the unlikely, undesirable
places. Thus by evening she was
armed with a list of firms and Individuals requiring a stenographer. And
In the morning she sallied forth.
Her quest ended with the first place
she sought. The fact of two years'
service with the biggest firm In Granville was ample recommendation; In
addition to which the office manager, It
developed In their conversation, bad
known her father In years gone by.
So before ten o'clock Miss nazel Weir
was entered on the pay roll of a

pers?"
"No. , What "
"Look 'em over.

Barrow Glanced Over the Missive and
.
Frowned.
scribbled a brief refusal The footman departed with her answer. Hazel
turned to find Jack staring his puzzle-

ment
"What did he VántT" Barrow asked
bluntly. "That waa the Bush turnout,
,
V
wasn't
Ton heard abont Mr. Bush getting
hurt, didnt your aba Inquired.

ltr

Particularly the
Gazette."
The harsh rattle of a receiver
slammed back on Its hook without
even a "good-by- "
from him struck her
like a slap In the face. She hnng up
slowly, and went back to her work.
Never since their first meeting, and
they had not been exempt from lovers'
quarrels, had Jack Barrow ever spoken to her like that Even through the
telephone the resentful note-Ihis
voice grated on her and mystified her.
She was chained to her work which,
despite her agitation, she managed to
wade through without any radical er-- !
rors until noon. The twelve-to-on- e
Intermission gave her opportunity to
hurry np the street and buy a Gazette.
Then, Instead of going home to her
luncheon, sb entered the nearest res

CROPS
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.
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ltr

take her order. If she had been a
man, and versed In profanity, she
could have cursed Andrew Bush till
his soul shuddered on its journey
through Infinite space. Being a woman,
she wished only a quiet place to cry.
CHAPTER

111.

An Explanation Demanded.
Hazel's pride came to her rescue be-fshe was half-wa- y
home. Instinctively she had turned to that refuge,
where she could lock herself In her
own room and cry her protest against
tt all. But she had done no wrong,
nothing of which to be ashamed, and
when the first shock of the" news article wore off, she threw up her head
and refused to consider what the world
at large might think. So she went
back to the office at one o'clock and
took up her work. Long before evening she sensed that others had read
the Gazette. Not that anyone mentioned It but sundry curious glances
made her painfully aware of the fact
She had just reached the first landing of her boarding house when she
heard the telephone bell, and a second
or two later the landlady called.
"Oh, Miss Weir I Telephone."
Barrow's voice hailed her over the
or

Une.

-

"I'll be out by seven," said he. "We
had better take a walk. We can't talk
In the parlor; there'll probably be a
lot of old tabbies there out of sheer
curiosity."
"All right," Hazel agreed, and hung
up.
She dressed herself.

Unconsciously

the truly feminine asserted its dominance the woman anxious to please
and propitiate her lover. She put on
a dainty summer dress, rearranged her
hair, powdered away all trace of the
tears that Insisted on coming as soon
as she reached the sanctuary of her
own room. And then she watched for
Jack from a window that commanded
the street.
Barrow appeared at last. She went
down to meet him before he rang the
bell. Just behind him came a tall
man In n gray suit This Individual
turned In at the gate, bestowing a nod
upon Barrow and a keen glance at her
as he passed.
"That's Grlnell, from the Times."
Barrow muttered sourly. "Come on ;
let's get away from here. I suppose
he's after you for an Interview."
Hazel turned In beside him silently.
Right at the start she found herself
resenting Barrow's tone, bis manner.
She bad done nothing to warrant suspicion from htm. But she loved him,
and she hoped she could convince him
that It was no more than a passing un
pleasantness, for which she was no'.,
wise to blame.
"Hang It I" Barrow growled, before
they had traversed the first block.
"Here comes- - Grlnell 1 I suppose that
old cat of a landlady pointed us out
No dodging Mm now." .'
"There's no earthly reason why I
should dodge him, as you put It" Hazel replied atUfiy. "I'm not an escaped
"l.
criminal."
.

thinking. The Gazette
hinted at some 'affair' between me and
Mr. Bush ; that possibly that was a
sort of
reparation for ruining me. If that didn't make me angry, it would amuse me It's so absurd.
Haven't you any faith In me at all? I
haven't done anything to be ashajned
of. Tve got nothing to conceal."
"Don't conceal it then," Barrow
muttered sulkily. Tve got a right to
know whatever there is to know if
Vm going to marry you.
You don't
seem to have any idea what this sort
of talk that's going around means to
a man."
Hazel stopped short and faced him.
Her heart pounded slckenlngly, and
hurt pride and rising anger choked her
for an Instant. But she managed to
speak calmly, perhaps with added
calmness by reason of tho struggle
she was compelled to make for
left-hand-

self-contr-

.

'

"If you are going to marry me," she
repeated,, "yon have got a right to
know all there Is to know. Have I
refused to explain? I haven't had
much chance to explain yet Have I
refused to tell you anything? Would
any reasonable explanation make an
Impression on you in your present
frame of mind. I don't want to marry
you if you can't trust me, Why, I
couldn't I wouldn't marry you any
time, or any place, under those conditions, no matter how much I may
foolishly care for you."
"There's Just one thing, Hazel," Barrow persisted stubbornly. "There must
have been something between you and
Bush. You're not helping yourself by
getting on your dignity and talking
about my not trusting you, Instead of
explaining these things."
"A short time ago," Hazel told him
quietly, "Mr. Bush asked me to marry
him. I refused, of course. He "
"You refused!" Barrow Interrupted
cynically.
"Most girls would have
Jumped at $he chance."
"Jack I" she protested.
"Well," Barrow defended, "he wns
almost a millionaire, and I've got nothing but my hands and my brain. But
suppose you did refuse him. How does
that account for the five thousand dolr

larsr

"I think," Hazel flung back passionately, 'Til let you find that out for
yourself. You've said enough now to
make me bate you almost Your very
v
manner's an insult."
Hazel seeks refuge In the far,
Northwest, where she obtains a
position as schoolteacher and
Immediately after her arrival at
Cariboo Meadows she gets her
first glimpse of "Roaring Bill"
Wagstaff. The Introduction was
startling, to say the least The
Incident Is a part of the next
'
Installment
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

American exporters of pickled fish
are asked tóoominunlcata with a Arm
in British Guiana,
.

Careful Patient
throat had troubled
her for a long time grew Impatient at
the slow progress she was making and
made a complaint to her doctor.
"Madame," he suid, "I can never
cure you of this throat trouble unless
you stop talking and give your throat
x
complete rest."
"But, doctor," objected his patient,
I'm very careful of what I say. I
never use harsh lunguage or anything
of that kind."
A woman whose

MAGIC! HAVE IT
ON THE DRESSER
CORNS

STOP

THEM
HURTING
FINGERS.

LIFT OFF WITH

Just drop a little Freezone on that
touchy corn, Instantly It stops aching
then you lift that corn right off. No
pain at all I Costs only a few cents.

M
Get a tiny bottle of Freezone for a
few cents from any drug store. Keep
It always handy to remove hard corns,
soft corns, or corns between the toes,
and the callouses, without soreness or
Irritation. You Just try It
Freezone Is the sensational discovery of a Cincinnati genius. Adv.
1

Among the Survivors.
A little story a friend of mine told
me of a happening at one of the army
camps when the first colored troops
arrived. The officer in charge of the
receiving of the colored boys was asking one of them the many questions
necessary. About the last question
to be asked wtís, "Where do you wish
to have your remains sent?" The colored trooper ' replied : "I'll' tell you.
boss, I was kind of figurín 'on totln'
them around myself." Chicago Tribune.

Be happy. Use Bed Cross Bag Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
Locust Eggs as Fertilizers.
Locust eggs, treated with sulphuric
acid, and lime, are used as fertilizers
In Mediterranean countries when the
,
insects are numerous.
-

Nearly all women are victims of the
house-cleanin-

g

microbe.

THE

0

SPANISH-AMERICAN-

.

every otber now and makes every
other seem trlvat and negligible, is
the winning of the war. We are not
only In tho midst of the war; we are
at the very peak and crisis of It. Hundreds of thousands ot our men, carrying our heart3 with them and our fortunes are in the field and ships are
crowding faRter and faster to the port3
of France and England with regiment
after regiment, thousand after thousand, to Join them until the enemy
shall be beaten and brought to ft
reckoning with mankind.
"There can be no pause oí intermission. The great enterprise must on
the contrary be pushed with greater
and greater energy. The volume of
our might must steadily and rapidly
be augmented until there can be no
question of resisting it. If that is to
be accomplished,
gentlemen, money
must sustain It to the utmost.
"Our financial
program must no
more be left In doubt or suffered to
lag than our ordnance program or our
ship program or our munitions program or our program for making millions of men ready. These others are
not programs, Indeed, but mere plans
upon paper, unless there is to be an
unquestionable supply of money.
"That is the situation and it is the
situation which creates the duty, no
choice or preference of ours. There
is only one way to meet that duty. We
must meet It without selfishness or
fear ot consequence.
Politics is adjourned.
War Record to Be Best Indorsement.
"The elections will go to those who
think least ot it; to those .who go to
the constituencies without explanation
or exenxes, with a plain record of duty
perfaithfully
and disinterestedly
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Would Place Burden of 8truggle on
Large. Incomes, War Profits and
Luxuries, and Declares Amer-lea'- s
Great Opportunity
Is at Hand.
.

Wettern Newapiper Union Ntwi Strvlc.

Washington, May 28. President
Wilson personally took charge of the
war tax legislation Monday, and appearing unexpectedly before a Joint
session of Congress, declared It was
necessary to proceed immediately with
new war tax laws.
The President's address in full follows:
"Gentlemen of the Congress:
"It is with unaffected reluctance
that I come to ask you to prolong
your session long enough to provide
more adequate resources for the treas1
ury for the conduct of the war.
have reason to appreciate as fully as
you do how arduous the session has formed.
been. Your labors have been severe
"I, fur one, am always confident
and protracted.
that the people of this country will
"You have passed a long series ot give a just verdict upon the service
measures which required the debate of the men who act for them when
of many doubtful questions of judg- the facts are such that no man can
ment and many exceedingly difficult disguise or conceal them. There is
questions of principle as well as ot an rijinppr nf ripr1t now An IntunKA
practice. The summer is upon us In and pitiless light "beats upon every
which labor and counsel are twice ar- - man and every action In this tragic
duous and are constantly apt to be plot ot war that is now upon the
Impaired by lassitude and fatigue.
stage.
"The elections are at hand, and we
"If lobbyists hurry to Washington
ought as soon as possible to go and to attempt to turn what you do In tho
render an Intimate account ot our matter of taxation to their protection
trusteeship to the people who dele- - or advantage, the light will beat also
vntaA
tr
thftm In thA upon them. There is abundant fuel
tía tn
weighty and anxious matters that for the light In the records of the
viuwu upon urn lu men unya ui wur treasury with regard to profits of evcal choice and action.
ery sort. The profiteering that cannot
be got at by the restraints of conMust Do Our Duty.
science and love of country can be
go
to
we
not
elections
the
"But
dare
got at by taxation. There is such
to
the profiteering now, and the Information
until we have done our duty
full. These are days when duty stands with regard to it is available and inStark and naked and even with closed disputable.
eyes .wo know it Is there. Excuses! "1 am advising you to act upon this
are unavailing. We have either done matter of taxation now, gentlemen,
our duty or we have not. The fact not because I do not know that you
will be as gross and plain as the duty can see and interpret the facts and
itself. In such a case lassitude and the duty they Impose Just as well and
fatigue seem negligible enough. The with as clear a perception of the obfacts are tonic and suffice to freshen ligations Involved as I can, but bethe labor.
cause there is a certain solemn satis"And the facts are these: Addi- faction in sharing with you the retional revenues must manifestly be sponsibilities
ot such a time. The
provided for. It would be a most un- world never stood in such case before.
sound policy to raise too large a pro- Men never before had so clear or so
portion of them by loan, and it is evi- moving a vision of duty. I know that
dent that the four billions now pro- you will begrudge the work lo be done
vided for by taxation will not of them- here by us no more than the men beselves sustain the greatly enlarged grudge us theirs who lie in the
budget to which we must immediate- trenches and sally forth to their
ly look forward.
death. There Is a stimulating com"We cannot in fairness wait until radeship knitting us all together.
the end ot tho fiscal year is at hand
"And this task to which I Invite
to apprise our people of the taxes they your Immediate consideration will be
must pay on their earnings of the performed under favorable influences
present calendar year, whose account- if we will look to what the country is
ings and expenditures will then be thinking and expecting and care nothWe cannot get Increased ing at all for what Is being said and
closed.
taxes unless the country knows what believed In the lobbies of Washington
they are to bo and practices the hotels, where the atmosphere seema to
necessary economy to make them make it possible to believe what is beavailable.
lieved nowhere else.
"Deflnitencss, early definlteness as People Ready to Bear Burden Bravely.
to what Its tasks are to be Is abso"Have you not felt the spirit of the
lutely necessary for the successful ad- nation rise and its thought become a
ministration of the treasury; It can-co- t single and common thought since
frame fair and workable regula- these eventful days came In which we
tions in haste; and it must frame its have been sending our boys to the
regulations In haste it It is not to other side? I thin you must reaa
know,Its exact task until the very eve that thought, as I do, to mean this,
of its' performance. The present tax that the people ot this country are
laws are marred, moreover, by in- not only united in the resolute purequities which ought to be remedied. pose to win this war, but are ready
Indisputable facts, every one; and we ..M a.mtnv tn hear anv burden and
cannot alter or blink them. To atate undergo any sacrifice that it may bet
them Is argument enough.
necessary tor mem to ueur m umci
Warns Against Speculation and Waste. to win It.
"We need not be afraid to tax them
"And yet perhaps you will permit
me to dwell for a moment upon the if we lay taxes Justly. They know
for and that
situation they disclose. Enormous that the war must be paid for
It, and if
loans freely spent In the stimulation It Is they who must pay
and
of industry of almost every sort pro- the burden Is justly distributed
common sacriduce inflations and extravagances the sacrifice made a escape
who can
which presently make the whole eco- fice from which none
nomic structure questionable and in- bear it at all. they will carry It cheersecure and the very basis of credit fully and with a sort of solemn pride.
Is cut away. Only fair, equitably dis- I have always been proud to be an
tributed taxation of the widest inci- American, and was neverwemore proud
have said
dence and drawing chiefly from the than now, when all that
sources which would be likely to de- and all that wé have foreseen about
moralize credit by their very abund- our people is coming true.come when
"The great days have
ance, can prevent inflation and keep
for or
our industrial system free ot specula- the only thing that they ask
admire is duty, greatly and adequately
tion and waste.
"We shall naturally turn, therefore, done; when the only wish for America
freedom
I suppose, to war profits and incomes is that she may share thecompelling
and luxuries for the additional taxes. she enjoys; when a great,
for
But the war profits and incomes upon sympathy wells up in their hearts are
which the Increased taxes will be men everywhere who suffer and
levied will be the profits and Incomes oppressed, and when they see at last
of the calendar year 1918. It would the high uses for which their wealth
be manifestly unfair to wait until the has been piled up and their mighty
accumulated and, counting
early months of 1919 to say what power
they are to be. It might be difficult, neither blood nor treasure, now that
I should imagine to run the mill with the final day of opportunity has come,
water that had already gone over the rejoice to spend and to be spent
through a long nif&t of suffering and
wheel.
men
"Moreover taxes of that sort will terror In order that they and of a
dawn
not be paid until the June of next everywhere maj see. the justice
and
year and the treasjry must anticipate day of righteousness and
peace.
they
money
must
the
use
them. It
"Shall we grow weary when they
are to produce before it is due. It
us act?"
bid
of
certificates
must sell short time
" When he concluded his address the
Indebtedness.
"In the autumn, a much larger sale President unexpectedly made a brh?f
of long time bonds must be effected extemporaneous statement, In which
than has yet been attempted. What he said that Just as he was leaving
are the bankers to think of the cer- the White House for the Capitol, he
tificates if they do not certainly know had heard that the new German drive
where the money is to come from apparently had just begun and that
which is to take them up? And how
added to the solemnity of his conare Investors to approach the pur- it
country's duty.
chase of bonds with any sort of con- ception of the
afown
knowledge
of
their
or
fidence
Millers Predict Big Corn Crop.
fairs if they do not know what taxes
Chicago. Predictions of a "bountethey are to pay and what economies
and adjustments of their business ous corn cron." and urftlne of better
they must effect? I cannot assure the quality of corn were made by speakers
country of a successful administration
at the meeting here of the American
of the treasury ,ln 1918 If the question
which is
of further taxation Is to be left un- Corn Millers' Federation,,
propaganda for
starting a nation-wid- e
decided until 1919.
for
We Aré at Peak and Crisis of the War. the use of corn as a substitute
" '
"The consideration that dominated wheat.
--

Showing Sortie Pep.
An officer was drilling some recruits
who were slow in comprehending Ills
orders. He was trying to teach one
boy how to act as sentry, but the boy's
Who goes there?" sounded
"Halt!
tame and lacking In force. The officer,
trying to arouse some enthusiasm,
clapped his hands together and cried
Who goes there?
sternly:
"Haiti
Show a little pep !" The recruit braced
himself and clapped his hands together
Just as the officer had done, then said
commandlngly : "Haiti
Who goes
there? Show a little pep."

AT LEAST HAD ONE REQUISITE
Would-B-

Bridegroom

e

Wouldn't

Have

to Trouble Camp Authorities to
Provide the GIH.

house, Camp Dodge.
Phone Kinging: This is the Hostess
house, Mrs. Dunnlie speaking.
Voice from Des Moines I am a
. Can you locate a
corporal from
chaplain for me?
Mrs. D. Yes, I am sure I can ; what
shall I tell him?
Voice Well, I want to get married;
could I out there?
Dandruff and Itching.
Mrs. D. Yes, I can arrange everyTo restore dry, falling hair and get rid thing for you, but you must have a
of dandruff, rub Cutlcura Ointment license, and of course the girl.
Into scalp. Next morning shampoo with
Voice (wearily over the phone)
Cutlcura Soap and hot water. For Well, the girl Is all I have so far.
free samples address, "Cutlcura, Dept. Thank you; good-by- .
Y: M. C. A,
X, Boston." At druggists and by mall.
Bulletin.
Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 60. Adv.

riace Hostess

War-Wor-

Militarist Logic.
"Militarism" snld British Delegate
Appleton at the recent trade union
congress In New Tork, "militarism and
war can't be defeated logically, and
the man who tells you that the world
couldn't get along without standing
armies reminds me of the lecturer who
said:
" 'Ladles and gents, the world could
never get along without water, for If
we had no water, how could we learn
to swim and If nobody could swim,
ladles and gents, Just think how niuny
of us would be drowned !"

1

k

Naturally.
"How did you make out on your
ation trip?"
"Olí, we had a htgh old time."

avi-

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle or
that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
CASTOBIA,

Its Kind.
"This paper says that eating carA man's good Intentions seldom add rots will make you beautiful."
"Oh, that's only yellow Journalism."
to his Income.
The angler's baited breath catches
the big fish stories.

The world belongs to the energetic.
Emerson.
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Kramer Says: "Eatonic" Rids Weak Stomachs of
Acids, Gas, Heartburn, Food Repeating
and Stomach Miseries
What miserable feelings are caused
That dull,
by an upset stomach
heavy, "bloated" sensation that follows
a full meal, robs good living of half
Its pleasures. Is there any way out
for yon sufferers with stomach weakness?
Yes; H. L. Kramer, the man who
originated Cascareis, has found a sure,
quick, relief for Indigestion, dyspepsia,
formation
"sour stomach," heart-burof painful gases, "bloating," etc., etc.
Ee calls his stomach relief EATONIC, and it certainly Is making ,a
Countless thouswonderful record.
ands of people who formerly approached their meals with dread, now
eat their fill of their favorite foods
without fear of the
Mr. Kramer says: "My EATONIC
tablets are the solution of the age-ol- d
problem of Indigestion and all forms
of stomach misery.
.

1

after-effect-

"EATONIC neutralizes the acids,
that form the painful gases, "sweetens" the stomach, and gives the gastric
Juice a chance to do its work as it
should.
"To promote appetite and aid digestion, take EATONIC tablets one or
two after each meal. They are perfectly harmless. Eat them Just like
candy.
"For distress after eating; sour,
"gassy," acid stomach, vertigo, nausea
and belching, and that, wretched,
,

"lumpy" feeling, after overeating; there Is nothing to compare
with EATONIC Tablets."
50c
All druggists sell EATONIC
for a large box. Watch out for Imitations. The genuine bears the name
EATONIC on each tablet guaranteed
to do all that Is claimed; or If your
druggists don't carry EATONIC send
to Eatonic Remedy Co., Chicago, Bl.
puffed-up-

Carter's little Liver Pills
You Cannot be
Constipated
and Happy

71

Small Pitt
Small Doee
Small Price

iCARTEiq

wm-

A Remedy That
Makes Life
Worth Living
Genuine bears algnatura

Abasta CAFW?IR,N,píLL?
many colorless faces but

m

;
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Tempting veal loaf
is

more

tempting
'
WHAT summer luncheoh

than Libby's savory
Veal Loaf! Prettily garnished
it makes a dainty yet suband one all
stantial dish
ready to put on the tablet ,

Order Libby's Veil Loaf today.
You will want it always on
your shelves for quick lunchfor unexpected guests.
eons
Libby, Chicago

Ubby, McNeill
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Arrive Simultaneously.
Stoker's Act of Bravery, .
In these days of undersea warfare,
"Don't you find it difficult to maki
when the blow Is often struck wlJiout botli ends meet?" "Not the end of mj
warning, a new danger is added to the money and' the end of the week."

already hazardous tasks of the ship's
Speed Is an essential In
Ready to Hand.
firemen.
"Let us drink In this starry night.
and this requires
beating the
constant work. Hect"fitly the bottom
Í'AU right. There's the Dipper."
blow valve of a boiler was curried away Italtimore American.
on a vessel of the United States navy.
nka BRAND PRIZE at ta t. P. L L
One of the crew was Aloysius Fawcett,
a Herman,' first class. With two others
he mude his way through a steam-fillefireroom and fought a pnssage through
o;.U.S.P.r.Ofí t
a hot cloud In the engine rooui. Here
he helped haul the tires at a critical
Kids
moment. The nerve and quickness of
71m ma pncnoJ, takMul, pkr&M
H
vesthe act saved the boiler and the
atramti era awaited tor childiea I to
0 reut ot age. rv mm t one
sel from serious accident. Fawcett entoo back, cwi Hipped oa or
listed In the navy In 1911 at CincinEMrrwaaVd.
ekobebandi
op arcuUüo. Made ia b'w
ar
nati.
denim, and gnuin blue and what
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Ten imilei for a nickel. Always buy Bed
Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, cleat
white clothes. Adr.
,
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LIfe-Save-

Keep

Kleen

tackotynpo. Ako aghter wacht,
autoial ja a variety oi

pleaiine detitnt.aU tippropri.
atehr liawil wáh
aalalea. All fumean atad
fail-col-

Dutch aeck rúh elbow
or kioh neck and loft I
rokM In coknj inowmtcH-feowtcnali teat irte ea
Mouse.

My

.

Gutznn Borglum, apropos of his report on the deficiencies of the government's aerial program, said at a luncheon In New' York;
"To get results we must use originality must show initiative like the

$125 the suit0
If yoatiaArtemttwmhja
ve wiU tend than, charm prepaid
oa receipt oi pnea. $ I Ui cock
SaritfacnoB

doughboy's dad, you know.
" 'My futher,' said a doughboy, looking up from a bad camp dinner with a
grimace 'my father was a very brave
imtn.'
"'Was he?' snld the camp chef.
Two
"Yes," snld the doughboy.
weeks after he enlisted he saved his
whole regiment.'
" 'How did he do Itr

ewnnteed

BHoeraiuaded.
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Guaranteed
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SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES
the antlaeptle powder to be
Allen's root-Bahaken Into the tac and sprinkled In the footMACHINISTS WANTED
bath. It reitere pain tul, (rollen, martina; feet
and take the Uñar out of corn and bunion. For work oa machinery aryently needed br Indo.
Uaed by the American, British and French trie fnralahlne material required by onrtoreeeal
a certain relief the front; men on atrlkeand teem onwUllnj to
troop. Allen' FootEa
for tired, achini feet. Sold everywhere. Adv.
the boya who are depending noon them to belf
win the war; food men who want work In a cood
hop at rood wage can And It her, and aneb aa ar
competent and ateady will har permanent emAll Complete.
UAHSIDB
ployment.
TUR NOCK
Culo,
Katheiiue was pluyinff In her yard,
CO., 18S0 Warn SU,
A
grazing.
was
where a little calf
Coleman,
Wation
woman who was passing remarked,
Patent Lawyer, Waablngvoa,
I) a AdTls and boon Ire
"Why, Katherlne, what a cute little
Katatraawnapl. BightrfMns. Betrvlc
calf you have."
"Yes," answered Katherlne, "we've Cat
Jtjl
Fle Teete
got the cow to It In the barn."
alao caah for old gold, tllrer, platinum, dental gold
1

top-po- rt

luTr,

K

PATENTS

.alf

fee-O-

and old gold Jewelry. Will tend eaah by retorn mall
and will hold goorte 10 dan for aendera approval ol

Killjoy.

Daughter "He Is saving fifteen per nr.a. J Hen and women In honorable entorprlae,
If nica ood pay. Send a tamp and reference
week from his salary, pupa." Father la
am leuer. BaGIAIA a BAKU WaTeland. Ark.
"But how long can he live on
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

creditr
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Are Common in Western Canada
The thousands of U. & farmers who have accepted
Canada's generous offer to settle on homesteads or buy
farm land in her provinces have been well repaid by
bountiful crops of wheat and other grains.
Where you can buy good farm Land at $15 to $30
get $2 a bushel for wheat and raise 20 to
45 bushels to the acre you are bound to make money
that's what you can do in Western Canada.
In the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
Alberta you can get a

per acre

.

i

1

i

nO?.IESTEAD OF

160

ACHES FREE

and other land at very low prices.
During many years Canadian

Í

wheat fields have averaged 20 bushels
to the acre many yields as high as
45. bushels to the acre. Wonderful
crops also of Oats, Barley, aad Flax.
Mixed Fanning is as profitable an
industry as grain raising. Good
achoola, chutrhe; market convenient,
climate excellent. Write for literature and
parucumi mm .u in
iwhit m m
Supt of Immigration, Ottawa, Can., or to
W. V. BENHETT
4,Bee lllg40niaha,Neb.
anadian Government Agent

loon

Sapolio doing its work. Scouring
J
toru.D.nanne ujrps recruus.
Men
Join Now!
who wear
t

I I

ft

this

APPLY AT
SNOCH

hOROAIft

SONS CO.

ANY

POST OFFICE
.

for

SERVICE

UNDER

emblem

are
U.S.
MARINES

THIS EMBLEM

Former Railroad Fireiran Now
Master of All Shipyards in
the United States
Edward N. llurlcy was like most
tther men la that be had dreamed that
t the wolf could be turned from the
loor permanently be would withdraw
torn the money contest and do some- -

Y

x
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THIS SMALL TRACTOR
FITS ANY FARM
This small Case Tractor is conservatively rated at 9 horsepower draw bar pull and 18 horsepower on the belt. It is
more easily handled than a team. It is only 10 ft. 3 in long,
4 ft. 10. wide and 5 ft. l in. high. Weighs about 3600 lbs.
It does the work of six horses in the held and a boy can
handle it. You can drive it day and night, never gets
tired. Every farmer can afford one. It will do your work

economically faster and better, se why wait? Order
now. We will teach you how to hitch it to any job.
Let us explain fully and quote prices.

Variety Mch. Works

Anderson's Garage,

Hardwood Floor Darkened.
Floors that turn dark from oiling
generally need to be scraped. Some-lima paint or varpish remover,
bought út a paint shop, Is used first
One housekeeper Improved a discolored lloor by scrubbing it hard, using nuphtha soup and adding washing
soda to the water. She did only a
sinull pitee at a time, using one of tho
with
small wooden-backevery hard bristles. Cracks can be
filled with a mixture of sawdust and
glue. This can be darkened with a
little burut umber to match the floor.
In mixing uso water 20 parts, glue one
part and sawdust as necessary. Another filler Is a pulp made from newspapers torn up nnd ixronded Into a
flour and water paste. It hardens in
the cracks.

R0Y, n.m.

es

d

i

,
Freak Hickory Tree.
hickory tree grew on,
tho J. H. Bowersox farm about a mile
from Goheenvllle, Pa., on the plot of
ground owned by the Lutheran church,
situated on the Bowersox farm. It Is a
frcuk growth, a singular curiosity. It
resembles a lurge hook, the limbs of
the tree ore all on the under side of
th' extreme point of the hook, where
they grew out and up in the peculiar
manner. The tree Is about 24 fact
hish to the top part of the hook, or
Ja other words the elbow forravd by
the bole.
d

).
r---

great net of mercy drawn through
cn ocean of unspeakable painu

ír

is an all:American, largely

VOUR Red Cross

'

.'..-

Cem-andan-

volunteer

organization, authorized by Congress, headed by
II President Wilson, audited by the War Department, en-- á
f thusiastically approved by your Army, your Navy, and

your Allies.

f

and-civilia-

n

vvar-tor-
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Swatches beside the

tevÉ.
If f f It
-

ii -

i

:

pillows of

offers rest and sympathy to
respite from the front

d

1W

K

'

battle-broke- n

war-tór- n

men, and
fighters on brief
ft'

Wáshington.

It helps rebuild the scattered pile of brick and stone they
once called "Home."

the hopeless mother's arms her

It brings back to

NO SE

long- -

8
't

o--"

eant possible wastage.
Is fuel for fighters.
Bacon Is
badly needed In the allied armies and
navies. The allied needs In pork products are 150,000,000 pounds monthly,
tbree times as much as before the War.
Anotberwasteellmlnator on the North
Dakota Is the potato peeler, shown In
the lower photo. Nothing la lost except the actual potato skin.
There Is a auffieienf quantity of po- -

Fat

It helps care for

i

the thousands that have fallen prey io

dread tuberculosis.

r

'

I.

Y

ivfíS

m
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V

tatoes In America for greater use In
every home and for all needa of army
t
and navy. Eat more potatoes,
less wheat

'

s
i

Will

,

It nobly represents in deeds of mercy, relief, and restora- Inn fhii mnro fhan fuonfv millinn mpmbprs that have

ij made

UNA COCINA HOOVER PARA
SANTA

its great work possible.

You Do Your Share to Keep This

rt.

"Hand of Mercy" at Its Work?

Every cent 9Í every dollar received for the Red Cross War rjund is spent for war relief. All ad- tusrl fir rfhor than war m imAsM ( ich n fh HalifaY nd Ciliatemala
disasters', are takrrf care of out of membershiD dues, and the interest accruing from the bank- relief ?i least J .02 fóí every S 1 contributed.
iná of the War Furrinas mad 3 available for
nofiaf

.V

'..-.-
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PERMITIRA LA IMPORTACION DE HARINA.

Anuncia la Administración de All-!- ,
mentos que no se permitirá la impor- tación de harina en Nuevo Mexico por
los mercaderes del estado hasta que
estén agotadas las existencias en sur-- '
plus del presente. En ciertas partes
del estado hay carencia de harina, y
surabundancia en otras partes, siendo!
estimado el surplus entero á un mil- lón de libras. Aquellos comerciantes1
quienes no tienen bastante harina se
rán Informados por la Administración!
de Alimentos en qué puntos del estado pueden ellos hallar harina.

I

the orphans of the men who died that

civilization might live.

r

1

carries food and clothing to hungered mothers and
little ones' in ruined villages.

It helps care for
lACiaES In the Amerl- can navy are classed
as the best fed body
of men in the world.
In the ship's galleys
every effort Is made to
eliminate waste.
In the upper photo
one of the cooks on the
North Dakota Is operating a meat sllcer that
cuts bacon with the

ción de alimpntos.
i
La conferencia de editores estará en
conexión con un mitin de la Asociación Editorial de Nuevo Mexico y tendrá objeto informar mejor & los
en cuanto ú los fines, los métodos y la obra práctica de la Administración de Alimentos y producir una
cooperación más eficiente en el asun'
to de publicidad.
esos
Presenciará
mítines, para pronunciar discursos, un representante
eminente de la organización central de
la Administración do Alimentos en

3

a

;

lost ennd.

w

sencien las demonslracionra misionarios de condado para la conserva-

-

llí

í

5
-

rcrS-

n

a

"

?

I'

demon-stració-

relief in
The work covers both military
h
Allied country and full reports of all
every
expenditures are continüally being published, or are,:- available through the Chapters.

v5

cuyos planes fueron mencionados algún tiempo hace, será una gran
ocasión para una semana de
Hoover. No excediendo
de
consls-- ,
quince partidas de madre-hijtiendo cada una de una madre y una
hija suya serán enviadas de cada condado, con los miembros de las partidas
Se harán
de demonstración Hoover.
conferencias por peritos de notoriedad
nacional y también se harán cada día
demonstraciones prácticas, con el objeto de alentar la conservación de alimentos y de enseflar la substitución
de aquellos alimentos que ayudarán
permitiendo la disminución del uso
de trigo," de la carne y dé productes
mantecosos. El fin del proyecto es
hacer de todos lós delegados que pre,

.S;

,

It stands beside our boys in training here or "over there,

is--

a

'0

li;-p-

A

,

fA

eronNavy EiminxtesWaste fí

'

y
Una conferencia de Madre-Hijuna de editores de periódicos de Nuevo Mexico tendrán lugar en Albuquerque bajo los auspicio de la Administración de Alimentos en la última
parte de Junio.
Al regreso de Wáshington doí
J. H. Touloiwe, secretarlo de
campo y director de la división de relaciones de condado, se perfeccionarán
los arreglos. La conferencia Madre-Hija- ,

X

nail-brush-

Í

n

GtRE

Y
CONGRESO DE MADRE-HIJDE EDITORES EN JUNIO.

Get Wax From Trees.

t

1

Semana.

,

-

y

De nuevo se presenta la provisión de carne en loa Estados
Unidos en cantidades menores
debido & la exportación hecha
para los soldados americanos 7
aliados en Francia, y el Administrador de Alimentos urge al
pueblo de Nuevo Mexico, como
se hace eft otros estados, á comEl consumo
er menos carne.
promedio en este pafs es de tres
libras y media por persona cada
semana. iCn Inglaterra, Francia
é Italia todo lo que puedan conseguir es una libra y cuarto por
semana por persona. En otras
palabras, tenemos, en América,
'
casi tres veces más carne de
comer que nuestros aliados tienen al otro lado del océano. t El
Administrador de Alimentos,
Ralph C. Ely, para Nuevo Mexico, pide a los consumidores de
carne de su estado reduzcan la
cantidad que se comen, hasta
que el promedio consumido dé
unas doa libras por persona por
Eso parece difícil de
semana.
hacer; sin embargo, haciéndolo,
nos quedaremos aún comiendo
casi dos veces más carne de lo
que diapone el pueblo de los
países que nos están ayudando
en la pelea contra Alemania.
Tanto menos comamos cuanto
más carne tendrán nuestros soldados los muchachos de Nuevo
Mexico y sus aliados allí en el
campo de batalla.
El Sr. Ely pide ft la clase de
gente más elevada y ft los que
no trabajan muy duro sean los
primeros en hacer este sacrificio. Mas todos pueden asistir.
Comer menos grne y trigo y
máB de otras cosas es el sacrificio patriótico que se pide para
ayudar en ganar la guerra.

.

An

J

Lot Combatientes," Dice el Admin,
lítrador de Allmentoi. Bastarían
Doa Libras por Persona por

Weekly.

From prehistoric time the Indian
Of Ecuador have utilized a wax found
en certain species of tall palms for
making candles, writes Frederic W
Coding, United States consul general
at Gunynqull. This wax occurs on thn
tree trunks In granular form, each
tree furnishing 50 pounds. The trees
grow in greot numbers on the mountains along the const. Mr. Coding has
Bent n sample of the wax to the department of commerce, saying from
15 to 20 tons a month of it can be

T

"Et Menetter Guardarla ahora pitra

ships-three-qu- arters

Despite the fact that the great war
Is being waged largely by means of
mechanical devices, horses and mules
have played an important part in It
Up to the present time, snys Popular
Scjence Monthly, 920,000 horses and
830,000 mules have been sent to the
theater of war from the United States.
The value of the horses which bavo
been exported is 194,000,000, and of
'
mules $06,000,000.
' The
number of mules being spnt to
the war Is Increasing from year to
year. The sagacity of the mule makes
hlra very valuable In war work. Most
of the horses and mules shipped from
this country go directly to France.
Others are sent to Great Britain and
Canada and a few to some of the other
European countries.

T

LE PIDE EL GOBIERKQ

tion enterprise. He Is virtual master
of all the shipping of the United
States. He Is In supreme charge of the
expenditure of $750,000,000 for
of a billion dollars,
writes Thomas F. Logan la Leslie's

I

i

-W A

COMA VD. MEK9S

Hurley Is now directing all the ship
yards of the United States. All of
.
them have been commandeered by the
government and are now under bla
control. He will be In command of the
International shipping pool, directing
the voyages and cargoes of nil Amerl;
1 can ships, most British ships, and
many of the ships of neutral nations.
The property which he Is to administer Is worth many billions of dollars-m-ore
than the total capital of a score
of the biggest corporations In the United States. The government pays him
a salary of $7,500 a year. He would
be Just as well pleased to bave no
salary at all.
As a fireman and engineer be tolled
for many years over the hot furnace
and boiler of a C. B, & Q. railroad engine. Small wages were paid In those
days.
day and
There was no eight-hou- r
the standard of wages and living was
not as high as at present. The foreman Invariably took visitors to inspect
Hurley's engine. It was the model of
the road, the cleanest, the best oiled,
and the most faithful to the railroad
schedule.
Back In eighty-eigh- t
when he waá
twenty-fou- r
years old Hurley became
traveling salesman for a metallic packing company. It was while be was
Edward H. Hurle.
with this company that he conceived
to Jne constructive for his country. He the idea of pneumatic tools. He knew
(was unlike most others In that be lived there would be a demand for such articles. He wsrted At night over the
jap to bis Ideal.
Possessed now of a moderate la- Idea. He didn't bit upon the solution
jeóme, be works 14 bours a day for the In a happy or inspired moment He
government. As chairman of the re- !gave all his spare time to the
of the idea. That Is how be
organized shipping board, and president of the emergency fleet organiza- 1 came to be the originator and chief
tion, be Is the plvr tal part of the gov- 1 developer of the pneumatic tool Indua
d
States.
ernment's shlpbuLCiAg; and ship opera try in
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Los Elks de Santa Fé han generosamente oferto á la Sefiora Ruth C.
Miller, Jefe del departamento de economía doméstica- de la Administración de Alimentos, el ubo de su cocina
y sala de comer para fines de demonstraciones de alimentos, y allí se abrirá Inmediatamente una cocina Hoover
-

.

de demoiict ración.

'
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